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Troubleshooting

Robot Technology Robot Math Robot Science

Solve various missions and 

learn to accomplish them by yourself.

Programming

Learn the programming structures and 

commands to write your own program.

Problem Solving

Understand hardware and software features to 

accomplish missions during competitions.

Study the robot’s characteristics and 

maneuvering algorithms in various ways.  

Then, find application in real life.

Each BIOLOID STEM project is divided into 3 phases.

Introduce your robot

Understand the robot’s construction and 

features, and understand its functions.

Make your robot

Parts are illustrated in 3 dimensions for 

easy assembly.

Features and 
           usage of this book.

Think about it

Observe and explore the robot’s structural features; 

then build and start your robot.

Understand the robot’s algorithm and 

learn the robot’s command program.

로봇을 통해 다양한 미션을 수행하고 문제를 창의적으로 해결하는 단계
Accomplish a variety of missions with your robot and 

creatively solve problems.
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Introduction to

the robot’s technical

aspects and 

latest technology.

Explore the principles and 

theory of mathematics 

behind the robot.

Improve your scientific 

thinking by combining 

the robot and 

principles of science 

learned in classrooms.

Basic Phase

Applications Phase

Practical Phase

START

Object Detected?

Detect object
for 3 seconds

NO

NO

Forward
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Sample of robots optimized for 
contest in each project

Standard series

Expansion series

STEM Index 

Expansion series

Bug Fighter Robot Line Tracer Avoider

Transporter Robot Probe Robot Beetle Gripper Robot

Walking Droid Cannon Shooter Robot 

Pushing contests

Black-line tracing and 

obstacle-processing contests

Obstacle avoidance while 

walking contests

Object-gathering and

ball-launching contests

Obstacle avoidance and 

object-lifting contests

Ball-grabbing and 

passing contests

Tracing the black line contest Obstacle avoidance contest

Chapter 1

Chapter Subject Book 1

Technology Waiter robot

Path detection

Stacking and queuing

4-bar linkage motion

IR Sensor setting

“Force” in scientific sense

Endless turn

Relation between angles and 
movement

Relation between force and width

Math

Science

Technology

Math

Science

Technology

Math

Science

Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Chapter Subject Book 2

Chapter 4 Technology Unmanned vehicle

Measuring traveled distance

Centrifugal and centripetal [forces]

Musician robot 

Exponential numbers

Elements of sound

Steering mechanism

Steering ratio

Differential gears

Math

Science

Technology

Math

Science

Technology

Math

Science

Chapter 5

Chapter 6

Unmanned car/vehicle

Circumference of shapes

Elements of a robot

Technology

Math

Science

Chapter 7

Chapter Subject Book 1

Chapter 8 Technology Painter robot

Relation between traveled distance 
and angles

Combination of force

Surveillance robot

Relation between direct proportion
and inverse proportion

Robots’s movement and speed

Wireless communication

Ratio

Flash memory

Math

Science

Technology

Math

Science

Technology

Math

Science

Chapter 9

Chapter 10

Life guard robot

The width of a shape

“Work” in science

Technology

Math

Science

Chapter 11

Chapter Subject Book 2

Chapter 12 Technology Robot arm

Space coordinates

Robot arm and nerve structure

Biped robot

Friction

Principle of bipedal motion

6 legged walking robot

Axial symmetry and axis of symmetry

Bio-Mimetic engineering

Math

Science

Technology

Math

Science

Technology

Math

Science

Chapter 13

Chapter 14

Voice recognition

Function

Conditional reflection

Technology

Math

Science

Chapter 15

Catapults and missiles

Elastic force and distance

Law of energy conservation

Technology

Math

Science

Chapter 16

Standard series
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Precautions

2. Motor ID Check

4. Sample program

3. Sensor check

To check sensor ports and anomalies, input (proximity, sound) signals to

the appropriate sensor and check the AUX LED for blinking.

After verifying each ID, press the START button to operate the sample program.

Once in check assembly mode, press the button on the controller to verify the ID. 

The selected motor’s LED will blink and place itself into its initial position.

U button : increases ID +1 and D button : decreases ID -1

2. Rivet

3. Etc.

1. Dynamixel

pin pinhole Rivet

For directions or details on motion errors or warning sounds (assembly problem, 

battery issues), please refer to the e-Manual.  

(e-Manual : http://support.robotis.com) 

Rivets can easily be inserted into plates without nuts and bolts.

Inset nut, as illustrated in pictures, using a screwdriver. 

During frame attachment ensure correct location of upper horn and lower markers.

Each BIOLOID STEM sample program includes a check assembly function. 

Once assembly is completed, check the assembly using the method below.

U

D
L R

U

D
L R

U

D
L R

Connect pinhole

first then 

attach pin.

Check Assembly Guide

Press the             button until the melody sounds to enter check assembly mode. 

Pressing the U button checks whether the robot can move straight.

1. Check Assembly Mode

START
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50Standard
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8. Draw a Circle Using Penbot
9. Probing Robot Grabs a Ball
10. Robot Porter Avoiding Obstacles
11. Lift and Carry Objects

12. Robotic Arm Sorting Objects
13. Editing Motion for Biped Robot 
14. Hexapod Alternating Legs
15. Penguinbot Greeting & Clapping 
16. Cannon Ball Shooter

4. Finding a critical path for robot

5. Performing music with robot
6. Motorcycle steering for balance
7. Smart car avoiding obstacles and cliffs

4. Finding a critical path for robot

5. Performing music with robot

6. Motorcycle steering for balance

7. Smart car avoiding obstacles and cliffs

1. Robot following orders in sequence
2. Bugbot knows how to win the battle
3. Tumbler robot maneuvering rough terrain

Standard
2

Expansion
1

Expansion
2

Standard
1

Programming Guide

Download ROBOPLUS Motion

Download ROBOPLUS Task

Each project of the BIOLOID STEM includes a sample program. 

Download programs using the guide below.

Choose ‘Automatic Search,’ and 

the controller will auto-select communication port.

Click on the download icon or press the F6 key. 

After program is downloaded click the OK button

Choose ‘Automatic Search,’ and 

the controller will auto-select the communication port.

Click on the connect icon to 

connect to controller.

Click on the download icon or press the F6 key. 

2. Select communication port

2. Connect the robot

3. Download

3. Download

You can obtain sample task and motion files at e-Manual. 

http://support.robotis.com

1. Connect controller

1. Connect controller

Connect the controller to the PC’s USB port as shown 

in the image

Connecting the controller
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Basic Phase 4-1

Line Tracer Robot

Design Concepts and Construction of Robot

???

4-1 [Basic Phase] Create a robot that can move across cross line tracks.

4-2 [Applications Phase] An algorithm that lets the robot move in its designated path 

                                         while detecting line intersections.

4-3 [Practical Phase] Creatively solve problems with the line tracer.

4. Finding a critical 
    path for robot

Robot moves across different line tracks 

while carrying out missions.
A line tracer?

Learning 

Objectives!
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Animals and insects use their eyes or antennas to detect objects. Cats have eyes that can 

gather light and can detect the smallest light at night in order to detect objects. 

Beetles use their antennas to detect the vibrations of the air molecules.

The line tracer robot on the right uses the IR sensor and 

motors in order to move correctly. This robot detects its 

environment similarly to the cat and beetle to move. The 

cat’s eyes and beetle’s antennas have a lot in common 

with the IR sensor.

Find the functions and write them down.

Detects objects.

4-1 Basic Phase   

1. Think about it

1
Planning

Things 

in 

common

Cat’s whiskers IR sensor on the line tracerBeetle’s antenna
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When there are no cross lines, the line tracer can use two IR sensors to detect and trace the 

black line.

However, you will need two more IR sensors to detect intersecting lines.

2. Introduce your robot

  Motors to enable the robot to move and trace the black line.

  You will need a left and right motor to enable the robot to move at different speeds and 

in different directions. 

4-1

Now, let’s make a line tracer robot that will detect curves and complex intersections.

Find out what parts are required

  IR sensors to detect the black lines on the floor

 Use the IR sensor array, which is made up of seven IR sensors, to detect multiple lines.

Line Tracer Robot
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1. Parts required

2
Let’s get started!

×1IR SENSOR ARRAY

BATTERY BOX

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 5X9(GR) PLATE 12X6 PLATE 12X12

PARALLEL POWER BOARD

4-1 Basic Phase   
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4-1

WAIT! Read before assembling.

BAT-CABLE

     When assembling F3 to ID #1, pay attention to the lower assembly location. 

     Observe and know the exact assembly location of IR SENSOR ARRAY .

     Properly insert all the cables to the CM-530 .

2. Building a robot

Line Tracer Robot



13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

16

PLATE 5X9(GR)

PLATE 12X12

RIVET(GR)

4-1 Basic Phase   
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

17

PARALLEL POWER BOARD

RIVET(GR)

BATTERY BOX

BATTERY BOX

Line Tracer Robot       
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

18 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

BAT-CABLE

IR SENSOR ARRAY

4-1 Basic Phase   
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

19

PLATE 12X6

CM-530

Line Tracer Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

20 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

MEMO

4-1 Basic Phase   
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

21

MEMO
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	 Download BIO_STEM_LineTracer1_EN.tsk to	robot.

	 Press	the	 MODE 	button	repeatedly	to	move	to	 PLAY .

	 Press	 START 	to	begin

3. Make the robot move

Download Sample Program

Now	let’s	see	how	the	line	tracer	robot	moves.

Robot Action

The	line	tracer	uses	the	IR	sensor	array	to	detect	black	lines.	

Set	the	detection	value	of	the	sensor	using	the	skills	learned	in	project	2.

	 Place	the	robot	on	the	floor	then	turn	the	robot	on.

	 	When	the	LED	on	the	 PLAY 	mode	starts	blinking,	press	the	auto	setting	button	on	

the	IR	Sensor	array.

	 	Once	the	IR	sensor	array’s	LED	starts	blinking,	move	the	robot	back	and	forth	4	times	

over	the	black	line	like	the	image	below.

	 Do	not	pick	up	the	robot	when	doing	this	as	it	could	register	the	wrong	value.

	 	Now	check	whether	the	appropriate	LED	turns	on	when	the	robot	 is	placed	on	the	

black	line.

  Place the robot on the “START” line to begin.

4-1 Basic Phase   
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										Below	is	a	maze	with	different	types	of	black	lines.	

										Place	the	line	tracer	robot	on	starting	mark	on	your	left	then	press	the	START	button.

										The	robot	will	follow	the	red	lines.

1.	Other	than	straight	lines,	how	does	the	line	tracer	detect	the	curves?

2.	How	does	the	IR	sensor	array	differentiate	the	different	intersections?

Just a thought!

The	IR	sensor	array	detects	the	black	line	under	3	conditions.

4-1

Observe the robot

Line Tracer Robot

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

FINISH

START

When	S1,	S2,	and	

S3	detect	black	lines.	

				

When	S5,	S6,	and	

S7	detect	black	lines

When	S1~S3	and	

S5	S7	detect	black	lines.
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1. Problem solving

All	 the	actions	above	are	used	after	 the	 IR	 sensor	array	

detects	a	black	 line.	The	distance	 from	 the	array	of	 the	

rotation	axis	is	very	important.

Learn	about	the	importance	of	the	length	of	the	array.

What	 is	the	proper	distance	between	the	rotation	axis	and	

array	during	rotation?																															(																								)	cm

3
Activities

Let’s	learn	about	how	the	line	tracer	robot	rotates.

?

4-1 Basic Phase   

Turn	Left	:		The	speed	of	the	 left	motor	 is	set	to	“0”	and	with	the	right		

	motor	moving	forward

Turn	Right	:		The	speed	of	the	right	motor	 is	set	to	“0”	and	with	the	left		

	motor	moving	forward	with	the	left	motor

	Because	the	center	of	turn	is	the	wheel	with	speed	“0”,	it	will	make	a	big	radius	turn.

Both	left	and	right	motors	rotate	in	a	CW	direction

Both	left	and	right	motors	rotate	in	a	CCW	direction

		Because	the	center	of	turn	is	now	at	the	center	of	both	motors,	the	turn	radius	

	is	smaller.

In	this	example,	when	the	robot	detects	an	intersection	and	makes	a	left	turn,	

it	will	want	to	continue	following	the	black	line.	Refer	to	the	turning	information	

above	and	circle	the	proper	turns	for	the	line	tracer	to	properly	trace	the	black	line.

Length/Position

Rotation	Method

Assembled	long/
Behind	the	Intersection

Left┃Pivot	Left

Assembled	short/	
Behind	the	Intersection

Left┃Pivot	Left

Assembled	short/
Above	the	intersection

Left┃Pivot	Left

Problem
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Let’s	use	the	“addition”	invention	technique	to	the	line	tracer	robot	to	use	in	

our	daily	life.	Draw	the	parts	you	need	and	write	down	the	features.

4-1

Line Tracer Robot

Robot Name : 

Layout

Characteristics

Layout

Connect	a	mop	behind	the	line	tracer.	

It	will	mop	the	floors	while	following	the	black	line.

Characteristics

Robot Name : Robot Cleaner 
Sample
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Applications Phase 4-2

Line Tracer Robot

Learning robot programming

Map to STEM village

Let’s	learn	about	robots	that	trace	lines.	

The	robot	on	the	 left	 is	used	to	carry	heavy	object	and	 is	commonly	used	 in	factories	as	

an	automated	guided	vehicle.	Just	from	the	name	itself,	you	can	tell	that	this	 is	not	man-

operated.	It	simply	traces	the	lines.

Just	like	the	example	above,	the	automated	guided	vehicle	is	made	up	of	a	control,	sensor,	

motor	drive	and	power	source.	Other	than	the	cart	used	to	move	objects	and	the	power	

motor	drive,	it	is	made	up	of	the	same	structure	as	the	line	tracer.	

How	can	a	factory	maintain	several	of	these	guided	vehicles?	

The	vehicles	can	crash	into	each	other	or	follow	the	wrong	line	if	there	are	many	lines.	

What	would	be	different	if	it	could	detect	colors	and	sizes?

Below	are	camera	sensors	that	can	differentiate	line	colors	and	shapes.	

With	this	camera	sensor,	the	guided	vehicles	will	have	no	problems.	

If	technology	improves,	we	may	one	day	see	this	kind	of	robot	on	the	road	too.

2. Learn the technology behind robots

4-1 Basic Phase   

Leading Tape

Bumper Switch

Guide Sensor Driving Wheels

Camera that differentiates color and shape Differentiates color and follows
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Applications Phase 4-2

Line Tracer Robot

Learning robot programming

Map to STEM village
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1. Think about it.

The	 line	 tracer	 is	a	 robot	 that	 requires	 input	 for	every	 intersection	 to	move	 to	 its	 final	

destination.	Thus,	it	is	important	to	judge	and	decide	the	path	for	the	robot.

Below	is	an	image	of	the	subway	stations	in	Manhattan.	There	are	many	routes	to	get	to	a	

given	destination.	We	need	to	get	from	50	Street	to	the	Jamaica	Center	Parsons/Archer.

Below	is	a	path	for	the	line	tracer.	The	line	tracer	must	avoid	the	lines	with	the	X	and	go	to	A,	

B,	and	C	in	order.	Draw	a	line	to	the	path	where	the	robot	must	go	to.

1
Program Basics

4-2 Applications Phase

FINISH

START

START

FINISH

A

A

B

B

C

C
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The	 line	tracer	needs	 it	starting	and	 it	will	make	designated	turns	at	every	 intersection	 it	

meets.	Below	is	the	algorithm	for	the	path	on	the	right.

2. Let’s find out about algorithms

4-2

START

FINISH

1

2 3

4

Line Tracer Robot
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1. Let’s learn programming

Variable	and	default	settings

Defines	the	rotation	speed	of	the	left	and	

right	motors

Defines	the	time	for	detecting	corners	and	

curves	

Motor	value	during	straight	drive	:	

Sets	the	motor	speed	differently	based	on	

the	position	of	the	detected	sensor

The	[Applications	Phase]	program	is	explained	in	the	procedure	below.

2
Programming

4-2 Applications Phase

Path	Maneuvers	List

Input	direction	commands	in	order	starting	

from	start	to	finish

Direction	of	the	robot’s	

maneuvers	according	to	the	

pre-programmed	commands

Pivot	Left	:	Turn	left	

at	 designated	 speed	 and	

make	sensors	#3~5	detect	

the	black	line

Pivot	 Right:	 Turn	 right	 at	

designated	speed	and	make	

sensors	 #3~5	 detect	 the	

black	line
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Other	than	the	pre-set	maneuver	commands	for	the	 line	tracer,	below	is	a	

normal	program	that	enables	the	line	tracer	to	follow	black	lines.

When S4 is triggered and 

S3 (or S5) is also triggered

Both	motors	must	move	at	the	same	speed	when	at	the	

center.	When	S3	or	S5	are	triggered,	 the	 left	 (or	 right)	

motor	moves	slowly.

When S3 (or S5) is triggered Adjusts	 the	motor	 stably	 to	move	 to	a	center	position	

when	it	escapes	from	the	center	of	the	robot.

When S2 (or S6) is triggered Adjusts	 the	motor	 stably	 to	move	 to	a	center	position	

when	far	away	from	the	center	of	the	robot.

4-2

Line Tracer Robot

S4 and S3

S4 and S5

S3

S2

S1
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Application 
Description

Let’s	learn	about	the	command	“load”	used	in	the	line	tracer.	The	line	tracer	requires	many	

definitions	of	speed	and	direction.	How	can	we	use	the	“load”	command	to	define	various	

parameters.

The	meaning	of	load	in	the	dictionary	is	anything	put	

in	or	on	something	for	conveyance	or	transportation.	

Thus,	load	is	a	command	that	moves	values.

Load	is	made	up	of	the	front	and	back	parameters.	If	you	

select	the	front	parameter,	you	can	select	the	controller,	

peripheral	device,	dynamixel,	and	variables.	

Used	to	execute	a	function	of	a	device	:	

Timer	set	to	about	1	second

Dynamixel	has	been	selected	from	the	parameter	list.

It	will	be	expressed	 like	 in	the	 image	above.	When	

you	select	a	device,	a	command	related	to	this	device	

will	appear.	Thus,	you	do	not	have	to	memorize	all	

the	possible	commands	that	you	can	use	with	the	

devices.	

Also,	all	 functions	are	shown	with	an	 icon	to	help	

users	understand	better.

4-2 Applications Phase

Select ‘controller’

‘Load’ Command Format
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Input	10	in	the	function	to	be	used.	When	using	the	

device	under	 LOAD	as	a	 variable,	 the	 intention	 is	

still	unknown,	 this	devices	with	many	constants	or	

commands	will	emerge.

Variables	are	used	in	many	ways	in	a	program.

1.	Designated	variable	value

2.	Duplicate	variables	used	in	the	program

Duplicate	variables	can	be	used	within	the	same	program	

to	change	the	speed	of	the	motor	all	at	once	or	

the	value	of	the	IR	sensor.	This	function	is	very	convenient	

since	you	do	not	have	to	change	them	one	by	one.

Application 
Description

The	command	“load”	 is	not	only	used	 to	execute	a	 function	of	a	device	

but	also	to	define	variables.

4-2

Line Tracer Robot

The	 left	and	 right	motor	 speeds	are	being	used	as	

variables	in	this	program.

Device which can 
be selected as variable
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2. Make the robot move

										Download BIO_STEM_LineFollow2_EN.tsk to	robot.

										Press	the	 MODE 	button	repeatedly	to	move	to	 PLAY .

										Press	 START 	to	begin

Now	let’s	see	how	the	[Applications	Phase]	line	tracer	robot	moves.

Learn	about	how	the	robot	handles	major	cross	roads.

Auto-set IR Sensor array

Uses	the	method	in	[Basic	Phase]	to	auto	set	the	line	detection	value.

Begin robot at the “START point”

Make	sure	to	have	the	robot	begin	at	“START.”	Because	as	the	

commands	have	been	pre-programmed,	the	outcome	can	be	

different	when	placed	at	a	different	starting	point.

At	a	triple	cross-road,	make	the	robot	

move	a	bit	forward	then	make	it	turn	

right	and	find	the	black	line.

For	U-turns,	make	the	robot	move	to	

the	exact	U-turn	position	and	pivot	

left/right	turn	to	find	the	black	line.

Download Sample Program

4-2 Applications Phase

FINISH

A

B

START

START
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1. Problem Solving

There	are	more	methods	other	than	those	above.	However,	you	must	use	the	best	suited	

method	since	speed,	misalignment,	or	even	the	angle	of	the	IR	sensor	array	can	affect	the	

results.

3
Program Application

4-2

Detect	black	line

Detect	white	line	

Line Tracer Robot

The	images	above	show	you	possible	situations	when	S3~S5	all	detect	the	black	line.

				This	method	is	used	to	detect	a	left	intersection.

				This	method	is	used	to	detect	a	right	intersection.

				This	method	is	used	to	detect	a	intersection.

The	line	tracer	knows	intersections	using	the	IR	sensor	array.
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We	can	ascertain	that	the	robot	is	moving	properly	if	it	makes	a	sound	or	

turns	on	the	AUX	LED	each	time	it	passes	by	an	intersection.	

Can	you	activate	the	sound	or	turn	on	the	AUX	LED?

Let’s	look	into	aproblem	that	can	arise	at	intersections.

The	robot	needs	to	follow	the	red	line	in	the	maze	above.

Set	sensors	S4	and	S7	to	detect	the	right	intersection.	The	program	below	is	used	to	run	the	

robot,	but	it	keeps	stopping	at	point	A.	Why	does	it	stop?

The	reason	is	because	the	black	line	at	the	curved	section	would	be	detected	as	intersection	

#3,	making	the	number	of	designated	intersections	short	by	one.	Then,	what	needs	to	be	

done	to	solve	this	problem?	

Color	and	correct	the	program	in	the	images	below.

Just a thought!

intersection	#

intersection	#

intersection	#

intersection	#

intersection	#

intersection	#

4-2 Applications Phase

Intersection	#1	:	Forward

Intersection	#2	:	Forward

Intersection	#3	:	Forward

Intersection	#4	:	Forward

Intersection	#5	:	Stop

S
T

A
R

T

F
IN

IS
HA
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Think	of	various	ways	to	adjust	the	position	of	the	IR	sensor	array	so	that	it	

can	follow	the	correct	path	better.	

Read	the	characteristics	below	and	think	about	where	and	how	many	IR	sensor	arrays	need	

to	be	assembled.

4-2

Line Tracer Robot

Robot Name : Belly Button Line Tracer 

Layout

Layout

Connect	the	IR	sensor	array	beneath	the	rotation	axis.

When	it	comes	to	an	 intersection,	 it	keeps	moving	forward	for	a	very	short	

time,	then	it	needs	to	rotate	(left	or	right)	to	find	the	line	to	turn	into.

When	carrying	out	a	mission,	sometimes	the	robot	goes	back	to	the	path	 it	

came	from.	 In	such	cases,	the	robot	needs	to	make	a	U	turn.	The	line	tracer	

can	move	backwards	in	the	path	where	it	came	from	without	making	a	U	turn.

Characteristics

Robot Name : 

1 piece

Sample

Characteristics
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This	line	tracing	game	requires	the	robot	to	carry	out	all	missions	then	return	to	its	starting	point	

within	a	set	time.	In	order	to	have	the	robot	return	on	time,	you	must	calculate	how	much	time	

to	spend	for	each	mission.	

Let’s	learn	about	how	the	line	tracer	calculates	the	distance	it	moves.	

2. Robot Math

Shortest	Route The	shortest	route	between	two	points

Practical Phase 4-3

Line Tracer Robot

Creatively solve problems

4-2 Applications Phase

Below	 is	an	 image	of	 the	shortest	 route	 from	the	house	

to	the	school.	There	are	six	ways	to	get	 there,	but	when	

considering	the	rotation	time,	the	first	route	is	the	fastest.	(If	

the	robot	oriented	left	to	right	at	start)

School

House

S
T

A
R

T

F
IN

IS
H

r

Let’s	calculate	the	total	run	time	for	the	maze	above.

There are a total of 8 straight sections.                    

				Each	section	is	20cm,	so	20	x	8	=	160cm.

There are a total of 2 curved sections.

					Like	in	the	image	on	the	right,	the	size	is	¼.	

You	can	calculate	one	curved	section	by	2ㅠr/4,

2	X	3.14	(ㅠ)	x	20	=	125.6	then	divide	by	4	and	it	equals	31.4.

There	are	two	¼	circles,	so	it	would	be	31.4	x	2	=	62.8cm	

Thus,	the	total	distance	is	160cm	+	62.8cm	=	222.8cm

If	the	line	tracer	travels	10cm	per	second,	it	would	be	able	to	move	by	22	seconds.

So,	in	order	to	return	home	faster,	the	robot	must	use	a	path	that	requires	less	time	torotate.

Formula to find the circumference of the circle.

circumference	of	the	circle	:	2ㅠr

(r	:	radius)
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4-2

Practical Phase 4-3

Line Tracer Robot

Creatively solve problems
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The	automated	guided	vehicle	that	we	learned	in	the	“hidden	technology	of	robot	section”	

is	used	in	factories	to	move	objects,	so	most	of	these	vehicles	move	slowly	for	for	safety,	

reasons.	

What	would	happen	 if	 they	move	faster?	When	the	bus	we	are	on	makes	a	sudden	 left	

turn,	the	people	in	the	bus	would	all	slide	over	to	the	right	side.	The	reason	is	because	of	

centrifugal	forces.

A	centrigual		force	is	the	force	that	draws	the	body	away	from	the	center	of	rotation	due	to	

inertia.	The	faster	the	speed,	the	greater	this	force	becomes.	

This	is	why	the	guided	vehicles	reduce	their	speed	when	moving	around.

Let’s look for examples in our daily life that uses rails or lines and move up and down or 

sideways.

1. Think about it.

1
Basics of problem solving

4-3 Practical Phase

Running Race
People	can	run	in	straight	courses,	but	they	must	lean	their	body	when

running	on	curved	courses	to	avoid	from	sliding	out	of	the	course.
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Download BIO_STEM_LineFollow3_EN.tsk to robot.

Press the MODE  button repeatedly to move to PLAY .

Press START  to begin

Just like the intersection mission in the [Applications Phase], a new mission has been added 

in the [Practical Phase]. Ring the bell at the designated location then make the LED blink.

Auto-set the detection value of the IR sensor array then set the robot on the starting point. 

You will see that the robot moves in the designated path while carrying out the missions 

for areas A and B. The AUX LED and buzzer functions of the line tracer are included in the  

CM-530.

2. Let’s look into the robot’s movements

Download Sample Program

Get the robot moving!

A : Stop then blink the AUX LED twice

B : Stop then ring the buzzer three times.

4-3

Line Tracer Robot

FINISH

A

B

START

CONTROLLER(CM-530) AUX LED CONTROLLER(CM-530) BUZZER
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FINISH

START

1. Play a game

This game uses the IR sensor array to move in the designated course.

2
Troubleshooting

 Game Method

 The robot moves on the red colored path only.

 The first robot that crosses the finish line wins.

 Game Rules

  When placing the robot on the starting line, make sure the IR sensor array is 

placed behind the line.

 The robot must stop at the finish line.

 The robot must only move through the designated course. 

  Even if only 50% of the curved course was passed, it will be regarded as having 

passes the whole. 

 If the robot goes off course, it must re-start at the starting line.

 Robot Rules

 Adjust the design of the robot and program for the game.

If you took notes of every intersection and turn before the game, you can write the 

program without confusion.

T i P

Title : Hurry!

4-3 Practical Phase

Path Direction (Command) Path Direction (Command) Path Direction (Command)

1 9 17

2 10 18

3 11 19

4 12 20

5 13 21

6 14 22

7 15 23

8 16 24
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A
FINISH

START

The participants start at different points. The fastest one to point A wins.

4-3

Path Direction (Command) Path Direction (Command) Path Direction (Command)

1 6 11

2 7 12

3 8 13

4 9 14

5 10 15

 Game Method

  Use two robots to play this game. They both start at different starting points, 

 but the faster robot that arrives at point A wins.

 Game Rules

 One starts at the starting, and the other starts at the finishing line. 

 Both robots must knock down the plate.

 If the robot goes off the course or does not move, the other robot wins. 

 Robot Rules 

 Adjust the design of the robot and program for the game.

If you took notes of every intersection and turn before the game, you can write the 

program without confusion. After the mission is complete, stop your robot.

T i P

Title : Touch Down

Line Tracer Robot
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2. Play a game

This is a game that requires the robot to accomplish a given mission and arrive at the finish 

line.

 Game Method

  This is a game that requires the robot to accomplish prescribed tasks in a specific 

order and arrive at the finish line. 

 Game Rules

 The robot must start at the starting line and stop at the finishing line.

 The robot must start at the starting line and accomplish the tasks in order.  

 (A, B, and C)

 Sections A, B, and C can only be traversed while accomplishing the mission. 

 Three runs will be performed, and the best result will be used for judging.

  However, if the robot goes off course or does not move, that run will be 

disqualified.

 Robot Rules

 Adjust the design of the robot and program for the game.

Path Directio  n (Command) Path Direction (Command) Path Direction (Command)

1 12 23

2 13 24

3 14 25

4 15 26

5 16 27

6 17 28

7 18 29

8 19 30

9 20 31

10 21 32

11 22 33

4-3 Practical Phase

A

FINISH

START

B

C

A : LED twice – 1 second apart
B : Buzzer 3 times - 1 second apart
C : U turn
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This is a game that requires the robot to accomplish a given mission and 

arrive at the finish line within the fixed time.

A : LED 3 times – 1 second apart
B : U turn
C : Buzzer 2 times - 1 second apart
X : Do not enter zone

 Game Method

  This is a game that requires the robot to accomplish prescribed tasks in a specific 

order and arrive at the finish line. 

 Game Rules

 The robot must start at the starting line and stop at the finishing line within 60 seconds.

 The robot with a record closest to 40 seconds wins the game. 

 The robot must start at the starting line and accomplish the tasks in order. (A, B, and C)

 Sections A, B, and C can only be traversed while accomplishing the mission. 

 Three runs will be performed, and the best result will be used for judging.

  However, if the robot goes off course or does not move, that run will be 

disqualified.

 Robot Rules

 Adjust the design of the robot and program for the game.

4-3

Path Direction (Command) Path Direction (Command) Path Direction (Command)

1 12 23

2 13 24

3 14 25

4 15 26

5 16 27

6 17 28

7 18 29

8 19 30

9 20 31

10 21 32

11 22 33

Line Tracer Robot

CA

FINISH

START

B
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1. Enhance your problem solving skills.

Let’s learn about the different maneuvering methods of the line tracer. 

The maze below has a mixture of white lines and black lines. 

How should you program your robot to pass through this maze?

3
Problem Solving

Normally, a line tracer’s IR sensor array is made to trace 

black lines on a white background, but in the left figure, 

the robot will have to follow the white line. This mission 

is often used in competitions and all you need to do is 

switch the conditions of the sensor value. 

Let’s take a look at a sample program that traces the red 

line.

4-3 Practical Phase

START

FINISH

The method is simple and uses 

the “Detect white line” function. 

This function subtracts the black line 

detection value and calculates the result to 

change to the opposite.

The robot can pass through  and 

 two by calling on “Left Intersection_

Forward_WhiteLine” twice. 

Black Line       White Line
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Let’s learn about how the line tracer can move objects. 

Below is an image of a line tracer connected to a cart doing a mission that moves objects 

without dropping them. How can the robot carry objects without dropping them?

The answer is “adjusting the speed of the line tracer.”

By reducing the maneuver speed when making left, right, and U-turns, there is less of a 

chance of dropping objects while in motion. The same method can apply to curved roads 

and stops. 

Simply reduce speed at dangerous areas then increase speed back to normal for straight 

sections. This method applies for starts and stops too.

4-3

Line Tracer Robot
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2. Let’s learn about robot science

Let’s learn about centrifugal forces used by the automated guided vehicle during 

transporting and line tracking. We can feel a centrifugal force but not see it. 

When running on the curved portion of a track, you will feel your body leaning inward or 

when the car makes a left turn you will see that the people in the car will lean to the right. 

These actions are all due to centrifugal forces.

The car on the right is moving in a circle at a steady speed. 

The force that pulls the car inward when rotating is called centripetal force. 

The force that pulls the car out of the circle is called centrifugal force. 

What would happen if the car sped up during these turns? 

The centripetal force trying to pull inward will increase and so will the centrifugal force. 

This will eventually decrease the friction of the wheels and once it does, the car will start 

sliding in the direction of the centrifugal force.

Although very small, this condition also 

exists for the line tracer. Thus, the line 

tracer must decrease speed at curves 

and stops. On the other hand, when 

starting up, inertia will try to keep it in 

place, so speed should gradually increase 

and stops should be done gradually as 

well.

centrifugal force

centripetal force
driving direction

4-3 Practical Phase
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3. Prepare for a competition

Let’s learn some more about the line tracer that traces black lines.

This competition requires a lot of understanding of the robot’s hardware performance, 

program structure, and robot’s maneuvering capabilities.

4-3

 Game Description 

 This is usually an individual division.

  Most of the games are about carrying out missions and retuning within a 

designated time or simply returning fast by using various robot components.

 Sensor’s detection range and rotation range become important criteria in this game.

 Robot’s Characteristics

 Use the AX-12W for faster drive.

 Use a Lithium-Polymer battery for a light weight and proficient power supply.

 Use the RoboPlus software to write or adjust your program.

 Program Features

  The user can adjust the robot’s speed, drive time, and other important criteria by 

using variable values.

  Design the intersections direction and shape as a function and call on the function 

as needed.

 The IR sensor array range can be adjusted for specific conditions. 

 The robot’s run time can be adjusted through the “high resolution timer” command.   

Line Tracer Robot
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Basic Phase 5-1

Digital Piano Robot

Design Concepts and Construction of Robot

5-1 [Basic Phase] Create a robot that expresses 3 octaves and saves music 

5-2 [Applications Phase] An algorithm expressing different notes using buttons

5-3 [Practical Phase] Creatively solve problems with the digital piano robot

Learning 

Objectives!

5. Performing 
    music with robot

Robot plays musical notes using the IR sensor array.
A digital piano robot?
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2-1

Basic Phase 5-1

Digital Piano Robot

Design Concepts and Construction of Robot

5-1 [Basic Phase] Create a robot that expresses 3 octaves and saves music 

5-2 [Applications Phase] An algorithm expressing different notes using buttons

5-3 [Practical Phase] Creatively solve problems with the digital piano robot

Learning 

Objectives!

5. Performing 
    music with robot

Robot plays musical notes using the IR sensor array.
A digital piano robot?
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The recorder and ocarina are two instruments which need to have appropriate holes blocked 

and air blown into the mouth piece to make musical notes.

Xylophone

Write down instruments that use strings to make sounds.

Write down instruments that need to be stricken to make sounds.

Depending on the holes being blocked, it makes different notes when you blow in the mouth 

piece. The sound is generated from the vibrations made differently from each hole. The 

digital piano robot can make different notes using the IR sensor array.

Write down other instruments that need holes to be covered to make musical sounds.

1. Think about it

1
Planning

5-1 Basic Phase 

Recorder

Guitar
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The instruments above use many keys to make higher or lower notes, but the digital piano 

robot only has 7 IR sensors to express these many notes. There must be at least 21 octaves to 

express high and low notes. How can the digital piano robot express all these notes?

Find out what parts are required

 IR sensor array with uniformly aligned sensors

      Makes 7 notes Do, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, and Ti

The digital piano robot makes musical notes when you place your fingers in front of the IR 

sensor array which has sensors aligned in a uniform way. It is like a piano and melodeon, but 

the method to generate the low and high notes is different.

2. Introduce your robot

  A buzzer for the sound

        Uses a buzzer that converts electric signals to sound signals to make the notes. 

        As you can see in the image below, there is a buzzer embedded on the CM-530.

5-1

Digital Piano Robot

CONTROLLER(CM-530) CONTROLLER(CM-530) BUZZER
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1. Parts required 

2
Let’s get started!

BATTERY BOXIR SENSOR ARRAYPARALLEL POWER BOARD

DUAL BRACKET-L(K)

PLATE 2X7(GR) PLATE 3X5(GR) PLATE 3X7(GR) PLATE 5X5(GR) PLATE 5X7(GR)

PLATE 5X9(GR) RIVET-L(GR) RIVET(W) RIVET(GR)

DUAL BRACKET-L(K) PLATE 1X7(GR)SINGLE BRACKET PLATE 1X11(GR)

5-1 Basic Phase 
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5-1

WAIT! Read before assembling.

2. Building a robot

PLATE 12X9 PLATE 12X4

BAT-CABLE

   -   Observe and know the exact assembly location of the  PARALLEL POWER BOARD  

 and   IR SENSOR ARRAY .

   - Observe and know the exact assembly location of   and  .

   -  Make sure to differentiate the longer and shorter part of the  

  DUAL BRACKET-L(K)   when assembling.

Digital Piano Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

56 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

PLATE 12X4

IR SENSOR ARRAY

PARALLEL POWER BOARD

PLATE 5X5(GR)

RIVET(GR)

BAT-CABLE

5-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

57

PLATE 5X9(GR)

RIVET-L(GR)

BATTERY BOX

RIVET(GR)

Digital Piano Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

58 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

PLATE 2X7(GR)

RIVET-L(GR)

PLATE 5X7(GR)

PLATE 5X9(GR)

RIVET(GR)

5-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

59

DUAL BRACKET-L(W)

RIVET(W)

RIVET-L(GR)
RIVET(W)

PLATE 3X7(GR)

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 2X7(GR)

PLATE 3X5(GR)

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 2X7(GR)

PLATE 3X7(GR)

Digital Piano Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

60 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 3X5(GR)

DUAL 
BRACKET-L(K)

DUAL 
BRACKET-L(K)

RIVET(GR)
RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 2X7(GR)

DUAL BRACKET-L(W)
PLATE 2X7(GR)

DUAL BRACKET-L(K)

PLATE 1X7(GR)

RIVET(GR)

SINGLE BRACKET

PLATE 1X7(GR)

PLATE 3X5(GR)

5-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

61

PLATE 1X11(GR)

RIVET(GR)

Digital Piano Robot
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3. Play the music

Download Sample Program

Now let’s see how the digital piano robot makes musical notes.

Test the notes.

You can adjust the length of the sound by the simply adjusting how long or how short your 

finger remains on a sensor. Now, try playing the same notes twice.

Sensor S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

Notes Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Ti

 Download BIO_STEM_DigitalPiano1_EN.tsk to robot.

 Press the MODE  button repeatedly to move to PLAY .

 Press START  to begin

The digital piano robot uses the values of the IR sensor array set in the program, so it 

does not use the auto setting function. 

Place your fingers above the sensors like the image on the right.

The musical notes are made by the sensors as shown below.

Robot Action

5-1 Basic Phase 

Sensor S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

Notes Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Ti
How to hold 

the digital piano robot
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Now that you have learned how to play the notes and to control the length of the note, try 

playing “Twinkle twinkle little star” with your robot.

1.The digital piano robot can make up to 7 musical notes with the 7 sensors. 

 Can it make a sound lower than Do or higher than Ti?

2.The black keyboard on a piano is used to raise or lower a musical note. 

 Can the digital piano robot do this too?

Just a thought!

5-1

Half Note

Detected twice

Quarter Note 

Detected once

Twinkle Twinkle Little star

Digital Piano Robot

Twin-kle,

what you 

Up   a - bove the world so high, Like   a dia-mond in   the sky.

are!

what you are!Twin-kle,

Twin-kle, Twin-kle, lit - tle how   I won-der

how   I won-der

star,

lit - tle star,

5

9
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1. Problem solving

3
Activities

Write the sensor number that represents each note and play this song. 

Do you know what song this is? Write the title of this song.

A musical note with a dot is called a dotted note. It makes the musical note ½ longer. 

Dotted Half Note

Detected three times

Half Note 

Detected twice

Quarter Note

Detected once

Quarter Rest 

No detection

Dotted Half Note (Detected three times) = Half Note (Detected twice) + Quarter Note (Detected once)

= +

5-1 Basic Phase 

Trad.Arr. Peter Edvinsson

Lon-don bridge is fall-ing down,

Lon-don bridge is fall-ing down, My          fair la  -  dy.

fall-ing down, fall-ing down,

Trad.Arr. Peter Edvinsson

Lon-don bridge is fall-ing down,

Lon-don bridge is fall-ing down, My          fair la  -  dy.

fall-ing down, fall-ing down,

London Bridge is Falling Down
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There are many instruments around us that use keyboards like pianos. 

Now use various materials to make the digital piano into a different instrument. 

5-1

Digital Piano Robot

Layout

Instead of using your fingers, use the xylophone sticks to make the sounds.

The digital piano robot can be played like the xylophone.

Characteristics

Characteristics

Sample

Layout

Robot Name : Xylophone

Robot Name : 
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Like the digital piano robot the recorder in the picture above uses fingers for input via touch 

sensors to send the received signals to the display. You can use this function to send the 

musical note for a song to the display for practice.

Instrument playing robots are also being developed.

What is the difference between the digital piano robot and real instruments? 

Real instruments use the air we breathe or the force from our fingers to make sounds, but 

the digital piano robot uses electric signals to send out pre-saved notes through the speaker. 

If the real instruments are analog, the digital piano robot is digital since it uses electric 

signals. You can apply the digital sounds of the digital piano robot in many ways.

Such techniques have evolved and nowadays 

electronic instruments and computers are 

used to make music.

You can compose and record music using 

a computer that makes various sounds and 

electric keyboard also. Combining the sounds 

of these instruments shown in this page can 

make excellent music.

The robots on the left are existing robots that 

play instruments. The far left uses a device 

that breathes out air like humans to play the 

flute, and the one next to it has fingers that 

are made of small delicate motors to play a 

violin. 

Applications Phase 5-2

Digital Piano Robot

Learning robot programming

5-1 Basic Phase 

2. Learn the technology behind robots

Practice Fingering 
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2-1

Applications Phase 5-2

Digital Piano Robot

Learning robot programming
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1. Think about it.

The piano uses the black keys to express various notes. With the center Do as the default, 

the left Do note is lower, and the right Do note is higher. The note difference is referred to 

as octaves.

In this section we will learn how to make lower and higher notes using the same IR sensor. 

Find things around us that have similar shapes or appearances but are different, just as 

there are different Do, Re, and Mi with different frequencies.

Red 

There are light red, dark red, normal red colors.

1
Program Basics

Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Ti Do DoRe Mi Fa Sol La Ti

5-2 Applications Phase 

Screw Driver   

The smaller screw driver is used to tighten screws on 

glasses and small watches, and the bigger screw driver is 

used for robots and bigger objects.
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5-2

This is an algorithm that makes different musical notes based on which sensor detects the finger. 

This is an algorithm of the program in the 

[Applications Phase].

Make each sensor do a different 

musical note from Do to Ti.

2. Let’s find out about algorithms

Digital Piano Robot

Carries out the command to raise or 

lower one octave from the algorithm 

in the [Basic Phase] and plays the 

musical notes.
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1. Let’s learn programming

The [Applications Phase] program is explained in the procedure below.

2
Programming

Button Role

L 1 octave higher note

R 1 octave lower note

D ½ higher note

Not pressed Basic Note

IR sensor array detection

:  Input value of the detected sensor (S1~S7)  

 into the keyboard variable “key.”

:  Play musical note according to the “Button”  

 condition statement

5-2 Applications Phase 
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Let’s learn how to read the buttons on the controller and the buzzer by using 

the list of conditions that initiate set notes. 

‘Button D’ can be found under ‘Constant 

value’/‘Button’ in the Command Pop-up 

Menu.

Then, select U, L, D, R, or START from the 

check boxes shown.

“Musical scale” will appear under “constant value” 

when defining the value to set for variable “scale.”

The musical notes can be  

expressed up to 5 octaves 

from La(0) to Do(51).

5-2

Digital Piano Robot

Hint

There are 27 melodies(0~26) to choose from 

“melody” if the user prefers “melodies” over 

“musical scales.”
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Application 
Description

Let’s learn about the “callback” function used in the digital piano robot. The IR sensor array 

on the robot must constantly check the detection flag in order to detect the presence of our 

fingers. The function used for this purpose is named the callback function.

The callback function is located in the sub-routine 

option and this function works independently from the 

main program that controls the robot.

There are cases when the signal between the robot 

and the remote controller gets disconnected because 

of the distance or current. Use the callback function to 

frequently check the signals to safely control your robot.

It has a “every day at 7 o’

clock” cycle, and this is apart 

from the second, minute, 

and hour hand.

5-2 Applications Phase 

Main program of the alarm clock

A callback function that 
stops when the wireless data 

does not arrive.

Move the second hand every 

second. When 60 seconds 

elapse, move the minute hand.

When the minute hand makes 

one round, it is one hour.

Callback function of the alarm clock.

Rings at 7 o’clock

There is a start and end bracket just like in other 

functions, and various commands can be inserted 

in between these brackets.  The call back function 

is activated every time interval of about 8 ms 

(milliseconds), thus it should not be a lengthy function, 

as it has to finish all its commands in less than 8 ms.

In other words, the set of commands in the callback 

function is executed every 0.008 seconds. This is the 

same as having a command set executed 7500 times 

in a minute.

1ms = 1/1000s (milliseconds)

① Only one can be used in any task program.

② No name is allowed, and it can not be called upon.

③   Can not be made within a program and must be  

 made outside of it

④ Size of the command must not exceed 512bytes

⑤  Can not use commands such as Repeat, Jump,  

 and Call function.

⑥  Communication between the controller external  

 devices is limited to 2 times.

Precautions for Callback Functions
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Application 
Description

The callback function has been used in the digital 

piano robot to frequently check on the finger 

detection to make the musical notes.

This function constantly checks for the activation of 

sensors S1~S7 of the sensor array, and inputs its status 

into the 'Detected' flag variable. Below is an example 

used in a walking robot.

This robot uses the IR sensor to avoid objects, and other 

than the main program, the robot uses the gyro sensor to 

balance itself while walking.

Although the callback function seems very convenient, there are many 

precautions to take. When is it most appropriate to use the callback function? 

5-2

Digital Piano Robot

Bipedal walking robot
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2. Make the robot move

Now let’s see how the [Applications Phase] digital piano robot plays musical notes.

 Download BIO_STEM_DigitalPiano2_EN.tsk to robot.

 Press the MODE  button repeatedly to move to PLAY .

 Press START  to begin

          Make one octave higher or lower note

                Press this button to increase one octave in the played note

Press this button to decrease one octave in the played note

Making a semitone octave higher note

D   Press this button to increase a semitone octave in the played note

1 Do High Do

2 Re High Re

3 Mi High Mi

4 Fa High Fa

1 Do Low Do

2 Re Low Re

3 Mi Low Mi

4 Fa Low Fa

1 Do Semi-tone High Do

2 Re Semi-tone High Re

3 Mi Semi-tone High Mi

4 Fa Semi-tone High Fa

5 Sol High Sol

6 La High La

7 Ti High Ti

5 Sol Low Sol

6 La Low La

7 Ti Low Ti

5 Sol Semi-tone High Sol

6 La Semi-tone High La

7 Ti Semi-tone High Ti

# - Raised Semitone 

Key Signature Notation

# Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Ti Do DoRe Mi Fa Sol La Ti

D

L

R

D

L

R

Download Sample Program

Robot Action

5-2 Applications Phase 

Semitone Octave (#)

This semitone octave is made by increasing only a semitone and does not exist 

between Mi, Fa, and Ti Do.
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Now let’s see how the [Applications Phase] digital piano robot plays musical notes.

 Download BIO_STEM_DigitalPiano2_EN.tsk to robot.

 Press the  button repeatedly to move to .

 Press  to begin

          Make one octave higher or lower note

                Press this button to increase one octave in the played note

1. Problem Solving

It is easier to press the buttons on the controller when the robot is on the floor. Change the 

input on the buttons so that U is used to increase one octave, D to decrease one octave, and 

R to increase only a semitone octave.

Change the conditions in each condition statement from L to U, R to D, and D to R.

3
Program Application

5-2

Digital Piano Robot
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If we want to hear the song once more, 

can the robot remember what we just played?

This is a children’s song which uses basic notes and high notes.

Use the program we just changed to play this song.

Just a thought!

5-2 Applications Phase 

The it - - - -spi der up the wa spout.wentsy bit sy ter

all the rain,and the dried up

3

6

Down camethe rain and washed the spi der out. out andcame the sun-

it - - -spi der wentsy bit sy up the spout gain.a

4
4

Itsy Bitsy Spider
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You can add more notes by using an additional IR sensor array. 

Draw and write down the characteristics of the array.

5-2

Digital Piano Robot

Robot Name : 14 Note Piano

Layout

2 IR sensor arrays have been connected then assembled. 

Now you can make 14 notes without pressing the buttons on the controller.

Sample

Robot Name : 

Layout

Characteristics

Characteristics
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The IR sensor array used in the digital piano robot uses binary numbers. Binary numbers 

are made up of just 0 and 1 and are commonly used as electrical signals for program input 

and output. The detected signals from the sensor array are expressed in binary numbers. 

The sensor array transfers these signals to the controller, and the user uses these values to 

program various responses.

To use the formula above, there are 10 numbers, 0~9. 

Since there are 3 digits to the password and there are 10 

numbers, there are 1000 cases.

2. Robot Math

The IR sensor array is made up of 7 IR sensors that transfer detected signals to the controller 

for many different cases. (one or several locations detected, etc..) This is is similar to a lock 

with numbers from 0~9 using a 3 digit password. How many access codes can be made?

Now, calculate how many cases there are for the IR sensor.

Practical Phase 5-3

Digital Piano Robot

Creatively solve problems

Value Electricity/Program

0 Power Off / False

1 Power On/True

Sensor S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

Detection O 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Detection X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Number of Cases  = X

X = number, n = cipher

n

10³= 1000

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

5-2 Applications Phase 
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2-2

딱정벌레로봇

Practical Phase 5-3

Digital Piano Robot

Creatively solve problems
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The keyboard is used to play music using notes. Unlike pianos, an electric keyboard is made 

up of electric parts that can make numerous instrument sounds and can also save and play 

back music.

In this section, use the digital piano to practice and save your performance.

Below are sound and image recording devices. Connect them to their proper functions.

1. Think about it.

1
Basics of problem solving

5-3 Practical Phase

File Edit Effect Help

Location:
0.00sec

Length:
0.00sec

Sound - Recorder
File Edit Effect Help

Location:
0.00sec

Length:
0.00sec

Sound - Recorder
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5-3

Press the START button to begin. Learn how to start the robot and activate the recording and 

play-back of your performance.

Digital Piano Robot

Practice Record

Play

Record Button Stop Button 

Play Button

 -  Download BIO_STEM_DigitalPiano3_EN.tsk to robot.

 Press the MODE  button repeatedly to move to PLAY .

 Press START  to begin

     Practice

     Plays up to 3 octaves and semitone like in the [Applications Phase]

     Record

     Practice sufficiently before recording your performance. Press START  to record.

 Once the recording is done, press START  again to stop.

  30 notes can be recorded.

  If more than 30 notes are recorded, it will automatically stop.

     Play

     Press START  again to replay your performance.

The START  button does various jobs like the images shown below.

Download Sample Program

Robot Action

2. Let’s look into the robot’s movements
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 Game Method

 Use the digital piano robot to record and play this song.

 The person who best represents all the correct notes wins.

 Game Rules

 There is no limit to the practice time.

 Once the practice is done, 20 minutes will be given to do the recording.

 The robot does not make any sounds during the rest of the game.

 Robot Rules

 There are no regulations for holding the robot.

It is easier to mark what the notes are on the sensor array itself. 

1. Play a game

Record a song using the digital piano robot.

2
Troubleshooting

T i P

Title : Record

5-3 Practical Phase

Trad.Arr. Peter Edvinsson

Lon-don bridge is fall-ing down,

Lon-don bridge is fall-ing down, My          fair la  -  dy.

fall-ing down, fall-ing down,

Trad.Arr. Peter Edvinsson

Lon-don bridge is fall-ing down,

Lon-don bridge is fall-ing down, My          fair la  -  dy.

fall-ing down, fall-ing down,

London Bridge is Falling Down
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 Game Method

 Use two digital piano robots to record and play this song.

 The person who best represents all the correct notes wins.

 Game Rules

 There is no limit to the practice time.

 The correct length of the note must be expressed.

 Robot Rules

 Use the program from the [Applications Phase].

 There are no regulations for holding the robot.

It is easier to mark what the notes are on the sensor array itself.

Use two digital piano robots to do an ensemble.

5-3

T i P

Title : Play

Digital Piano Robot

Mary had a little lamb 

lit - tle Lamb, lit  - tle  lamb,Ma - ry  had a          lit - tle Lamb,

It's  fleece was white as    snow.Ma  -  ry   had A      lit - tle  lamb,

lit - tle Lamb, lit  - tle  lamb,Ma - ry  had a          lit - tle Lamb,

It's  fleece was white as    snow.Ma  -  ry   had A      lit - tle  lamb,
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2. Play a game

Record and replay the proposed song. 

 Game Method

 Record and replay the proposed song. The best performer wins.

 Game Rules

 There is no limit to the practice time.

 Length of the note can be made when properly placing your fingers on the IR sensor array.

 Robot Rules

 Adjust the program of the robot for this game.

It is easier to mark what the notes are on the sensor array itself.
T i P

5-3 Practical Phase

Are you Sleeping

Are      you       sleep   -   ing, 

broth   -   er       John, broth   -   er       John? 

Mor-ning bells are  ring - ing, Mor-ning bells are  ring - ing,

Ding,         dong           ding, ding,           dong           ding.

are      you       sleep   -   ing, 

4
4

Registration 4
Rhythm Fox Trot Swing

Traditional
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When you place your finger on the IR sensor, it will let out a note as long as you have your 

finger on it. Even if signals are input into other sensors during this time, they will not be able 

to carry out the command. Thus, you can decide how long or how short a note should be.

What would happen if the “play note time” is longer or shorter? Think about it then write 

down your thought in the space below.

5-3

1. Enhance your problem solving skills.

3
Problem Solving

The “play note time” is 0.5 seconds. 

After 0.5 seconds, other sensor will 

be able to carry out their commands 

when the signal input is received. 

Digital Piano Robot
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In the program of the [Practical Phase], up to 30 notes can be recorded. 

Let’s learn how to increase the notes.

 Default

 : Initialize variable “scare” to “0”

 : Used to input initial values for all 30 notes

 :    Or used to reset to a new value after recording and  

 replaying by returning to default values.

 :    After the statement ‘scale_30 = scale’, add 10 more 

 similar lines to define ‘scale_31’ to ‘scale_40.’

5-3 Practical Phase

 Sensor Array Input Section for each 'note'

 :  Variable ‘scale’ has the information as inputed  

 from the sensor array.

 :  Each new value for ‘scale’ is saved into variables ‘scale_1’  

 through ‘scale_30’ (as note_1 through note_30).

 :  Duplicate the block of statements from ‘CALL   

 input ’  to  ‘ sca le_30 = sca le ’ ,  10 t imes  for   

 ‘scale_31’ to ‘scale_40’.

 FUNCTION Play_All

 :  Currently, this function plays the recorded ‘notes’

 scale_1 through scale_30 bysetting ‘scale’ with  

 the correct value and then CALL the function ‘play’.

 :  Duplicate these 2 statements to work with 

 ‘scale_31’ to ‘scale_40’.

1/2 High Note Low NoteHigh Note 
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2. Let’s learn about robot science

We will learn about how the sound from the digital piano robot gets to our ears.

There are three elements in sound which are amplitude, frequency, and tone. 

Sound is transferred to our ears using vibrations, and depending on the medium it travels 

in, the transfer time can be different. The order is usually by  solid >liquid>gas , fastest in 

solids and slowest in gases.

Amplitude of sound refers to the difference between whispering and 

shouting. Like in the picture on the right, there is a difference in the 

sound waves. Units are expressed in dB(decibel). People are unable to 

hear when the decibel is 0. The decibel on a jet ski is 130dB.

Frequency of sound refers to the difference between a soprano 

and tenor. Like the image on the right, there is a difference in the 

vibration frequency. Units are expressed in Hz (hertz), and the 

vibration we can hear is 20Hz~2000Hz. Bats use ultrasounds and 

can hear from 1000Hz~120000Hz.

Tone of sound

Lastly, tone of sound refers to the shape of the unique waves made by 

objects. Humans and instruments each have their own unique tones. 

How fast does a sound initiated from an instrument reach our 

ears? Words used to express speed based on time are called per 

hour, per min, or per second. For example, speed of light or speed 

of sound.

5-3

Digital Piano Robot

Loud Sound Small Sound

High Note Low Note
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Basic Phase  6-1

Motorcycle Robot

Design Concepts and Construction of Robot

6-1 [Basic Phase] Create a motorcycle robot that uses chains and steering mechanism. 

6-2 [Applications Phase] An algorithm that controls the the bot to follow 

                                         a black line being detected by IR sensors.

6-3 [Practical Phase] Creatively solve problems with the motorcycle robot.

6. Motorcycle steering 
     for balance

Robot traces black lines using 

IR sensors steering mechanism.
A motorcycle robot?

Learning 

Objectives!
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2-3

Basic Phase  6-1

Motorcycle Robot

Design Concepts and Construction of Robot

6-1 [Basic Phase] Create a motorcycle robot that uses chains and steering mechanism. 

6-2 [Applications Phase] An algorithm that controls the the bot to follow 

                                         a black line being detected by IR sensors.

6-3 [Practical Phase] Creatively solve problems with the motorcycle robot.

6. Motorcycle steering 
     for balance

Robot traces black lines using 

IR sensors steering mechanism.
A motorcycle robot?

Learning 

Objectives!
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Motorcycles are smaller than cars making it easier to move around small crowded areas. 

However, on rainy days, it could be very slippery and dangerous and the driver can be 

protected whenriding in rain and snow.

The motorcycles above have some of these flaws remedied. The motorcycle on the left has 

three wheels and does not slide easily like those on two wheels. The one on the right has a 

roof that prevents the riders from getting wet.

In this section, we will observe the motorcycle robot by comparing its turning characteristics 

with the line tracer’s.

Write down the differences of the line tracer and motorcycle robot. 

Uses two motors to change direction Uses one motor to change direction

6-1 Basic Phase 

1. Think about it

1
Planning

Line Tracer Robot Motorcycle Robot 
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6-1

In this section, we will build a robot to mimic a real motorcycle that transfers force from the 

back motor to the front motor to change directions.

Find out what parts are required

  A motor to control the steering angle

  The dynamixel AX-12W has an endless turn (wheels) mode and also position control 

capabilities that enable it to move to designated positions.

The motorcycle uses a motor for the back wheel to control travel speed. The front wheel is 

used to control the rotation angle (ie. travel direction) and the back wheel is used to move 

forward and backward.

2. Introduce your robot

  A caterpillar tracks to transfer torque to the back wheel

  The motor in the center of the robot transfers its torque to the back wheel using a 

sprocket and a caterpillar track.

Motorcycle Robot

CaterpillarTracks Sprocket
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1. Parts required

2
Let’s get started!

BATTERY BOX

SPROCKET-S CROSS HORN CROSS PULLEY-L HORN-SPACER CATERPILLAR

PARALLEL POWER BOARD

IR SENSOR

HINGE

RIVET-L(GR) RIVET(W) RIVET(GR) RIVET(K) RIVET(Y)

DUAL BRACKET-S(W) DUAL BRACKET-S(K) L JOINT R JOINT SPACER SPINDLE 4x15

6-1 Basic Phase 
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6-1

WAIT! Read before assembling.

2. Building a robot

PLATE 12X6

PLATE 3X7(K) PLATE 3X7(W) PLATE 3X7(GR) PLATE 3X5(GR) PLATE 2X7(GR) PLATE 2X5(GR)

PLATE 5X9(GR) PLATE 5X7(GR) PLATE 5X5(GR) PLATE 4X5(GR)

BAT-CABLE

Motorcycle Robot

Pay close attention to the arrow’s direction when assembling ID #2.

Observe and know the exact assembly location of the CROSS HORN  and 

SPINDLE4×15 .

Make sure the saw teeth are properly linked. 



13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

94 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

HORN-SPACER

HORN-SPACER

6-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

95

PLATE 5X9(GR)

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 2X5(GR)

PLATE 4X5(GR)

PLATE 3X7(K)

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 3X7(GR)

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 3X7(GR)

RIVET(GR)IR SENSOR

PLATE 5X7(GR)

Motorcycle Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

96 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

PLATE 5X9(GR)

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 3X7(K)

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 3X7(GR)

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 3X7(GR)

RIVET(GR) IR SENSOR

PLATE 2X5(GR)

PLATE 4X5(GR)

PLATE 5X7(GR)

6-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

97

RIVET-L(GR) RIVET(GR)

PLATE 4X5(GR)

PLATE 5X7(GR)

PLATE 3X5(GR)

L JOINT

RIVET(Y)

RIVET(Y)

L JOINT

RIVET-L(GR)

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 5X9(GR)

RIVET(K)

RIVET(Y)

R JOINT

RIVET(Y)

R JOINT

DUAL 
BRACKET-S(K)

PLATE 4X5(GR)

Motorcycle Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

98 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

RIVET-L(GR)

PLATE 5X7(GR)

PLATE 2X7(GR)

RIVET-L(GR)

PLATE 5X5(GR)

PLATE 2X5(GR)

RIVET(GR)

CROSS PULLEY-L

RIVET-L(GR)

CROSS PULLEY-L

CROSS PULLEY-L

RIVET(GR)

CROSS HORN

SPINDLE 4x15

RIVET(GR)

6-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

99

CROSS PULLEY-L

RIVET-L(GR)

CROSS PULLEY-L

RIVET-L(GR)

CROSS PULLEY-L

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 12X6

Motorcycle Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

100 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

PORT 1

PORT 3
PORT 2

BAT-CABLE

HINGE

RIVET(GR)

6-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

101

RIVET(Y)

L JOINT

RIVET-L(GR)

RIVET(Y)

R JOINT

RIVET(Y)

RIVET(Y)

RIVET(W)

PLATE 3X7(W)

CROSS
PULLEY-L

RIVET-L(GR)

Motorcycle Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

102 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

CROSS HORN

RIVET-L(GR)

SPROCKET-S

RIVET-L(GR)

CROSS HORN

SPROCKET-S

CATERPILLAR

PARALLEL POWER BOARD

PLATE 12X6

6-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

103

PLATE 5X9(GR)

RIVET(GR)

DUAL
BRACKET-S(W)

BATTERY BOX

BATTERY BOX
BATTERY BOX

RIVET(GR)

BATTERY BOX

RIVET(GR)

Motorcycle Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

104 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

HINGE

RIVET(GR)

6-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual
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PORT 1

RIVET(Y)

R JOINT

IR SENSOR

RIVET-L(GR)

RIVET(Y)

RIVET(Y)

RIVET-L(GR)

RIVET(W)

PLATE 3X7(W)

RIVET-L(GR)

SPACER

L JOINT

PLATE 3X5(GR)

Motorcycle Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

106 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(Y)

RIVET(Y)

L JOINT

RIVET(Y)

R JOINT

RIVET(Y)

RIVET(Y)

L JOINT

RIVET(Y)

R JOINT

RIVET(Y)
PLATE 4X5(GR)

PLATE 5X5(GR)

PLATE 5X5(GR)

PLATE 4X5(GR)

6-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual
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PORT 2

PORT 3

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

Motorcycle Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

MEMO

6-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual
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MEMO
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     Turn left while making a big circle

 Press the D  button then press START  to make a big left turn. (45˚)

     Turn right while making a big circle

 Press the U  button then press START  to make a big right turn. (45˚)

     Turn left while making a small circle

     Press the D  button twice then press START  to make a small left turn. (75˚)

     Turn right while making a small circle

     Press the U  button twice then press START  to make a small right turn. (75˚)

 Download BIO_STEM_MotorCycle1_EN.tsk to robot.

 Press the MODE  button repeatedly to move to PLAY .

 Press START  to begin

3. Make the robot move

Download Sample Program

Now let’s see how the motorcycle robot works.

Robot Action

6-1 Basic Phase 

45。 75。

ButtonD ButtonU

Button+ DD Button+ UU
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6-1

Observe the robot.

1.  Can the motorcycle use the IR sensor attached on the front wheels to  

 detect the black lines?

2.  Can the motorcycle trace the black line by adjusting the angle of the front  

 wheel?

Just a thought!

Observe how the turn radius of the robot changes depending on the angle of the 

front wheel.

Motorcycle Robot

 Turn left, making a big circle                  Turn right, making a big circle

 Turn left, making a small circle               Turn right, making a small circle

ButtonD ButtonU

Button+ DD Button+ UU
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1. Problem solving

The motorcycle robot uses the steering mechanism of the front wheel to change directions, 

and with this it can draw a circle when the front wheel maintains a consistent angle.

Fill in the parentheses after learning the relationship of the steering device’s angle and 

diameter of the circle.

3
Activities

6-1 Basic Phase 

When the D  button is pressed once, it is 45˚, and when the angle of the front 

wheel is pressed twice, the angle is 75˚. If the angle was in between 45˚ and 75˚, 

it would be 60˚. How far away would the sticks be from each other when the 

angle of the wheel is 60˚?  

                                                                                                           (                  ) cm

Press the D  button twice to make a 

small left turn and measure the size of 

the circle. How far away are the sticks 

from each other?

(                  ) cm

Problem 2

Problem 3

Press the D  button once to make a large 

left turn. To assess the size of the circle, 

place two sticks as shown in the left 

picture. How far away are the sticks from 

each other?

(                  ) cm

Problem 1
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6-1

The motorcycle can be in many shapes and sizes based on needs. 

Draw images of motorcycles that you have seen and write down their characteristics.

Motorcycle Robot

Layout

Robot Name : 

Layout

A supplementary seat is attached to the side of the motorcycle.

This enables a person to comfortably ride with the driver.

Characteristics

Sample

Robot Name : Robot with Side Car

Characteristics
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Applications Phase 6-2

Motorcycle Robot

Learning robot programming 

How can the motorcycle robot change the direction with the front wheel? Let’s learn about 

the steering mechanism of the motorcycle robot. The device used to change the motion 

direction at the front wheel is called a steering mechanism. Cars require both front wheels 

to change directions, so it is made up of many complicated devices.

The motorcycle below does not have a steering device and uses a shift in the center of 

gravity to change direction. It is easier to manage and store due to its small size.

Pinion GearRackCyliner

A rack and pinion gear is used to 

move the two front wheels. When 

the handle wheel is turned, it also 

rotates the pinion gear. This rotational 

motion is then transformed through 

the saw tooth pattern of the rack into 

a translational motion of the cylinder 

which subsequently changes the angles 

of both front wheels.

2. Learn the technology behind the robot

The motorcycle robot uses just one 

wheel to change directions and this 

can be achieved by simply turning the 

wheel. Such devices are used to change 

directions by turning handles and or by 

tiltingtheir bodies. 

6-1 Basic Phase 

Steering Device

Driving Device

Driving Device
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3-1

Applications Phase 6-2

Motorcycle Robot

Learning robot programming 
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1. Think about it.

1
Program Basics

Let’s learn about the program in the [Applications Phase] that uses the steering mechanism 

and the IR sensor to trace and follow black lines.

There are some means of transportation that do not use this steering mechanism.

Below is an image of a car and motorcycle, both used to travel distances. Although the tires 

and the number of seats are different, they use the same steering mechanism.

Uses steering device Does not use steering device

6-2 Applications Phase 
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6-2

This is an algorithm that makes the motorcycle robot turn according to the button’s commands.

Below is an algorithm from the [Applications Phase]

When you press the button once, the 

rotation angle is small and thus makes a 

small turn.

If you press it twice, the angle will be 

greater, and will make a bigger turn.

Execute a command that enables 

the robot to trace the black line and 

adjust the angle of the front wheel.

2. Let’s find out about algorithms

Motorcycle Robot
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1. Let’s learn programming

When the left sensor detects 'black' and 

the right sensor detects 'white', it calls on 

the 'Turn Left' function. 

When the right sensor detects 'black' and 

the left sensor detects 'white', it calls on the 

'Turn Right' function.

The [Applications Phase] program is described in the procedure below. Let’s take a look at 

each of the conditions of the IR sensors connected to the front part of the motorcycle robot. 

First, here are the locations of the IR sensors and port numbers.

2
Programming

6-2 Applications Phase 

PORT 2

PORT 3

Right Sensor

Left Sensor
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6-2

Let’s learn about the statements controlling the front and back wheels. 

As noted previously, the AX-12W can be used in both wheel and actuator mode.

If you change the front wheel 

of the motorcycle to its actuator 

mode, the angular position of the 

wheel is adjustable.

The moving speed to a given 

position can also be adjusted 

from “0” to “1023.”(max)

  Change the front wheel to actuator 

mode (DYNAMIXEL #2)

  The direction change speed of the 

front wheel should be set to 300.

  Rotation direction of the back wheel 

(DYNAMIXEL #1) is CCW and the 

speed is 500. 

When executing the “Turn Left” 

function, the front wheel (DYNAMIXEL 

#2) moves to the left handle’s position 

value of 160, and the back wheel 

(DYNAMIXEL #1) turns in the CCW 

direction at 500.

When executing the “Turn Right” 

function, the front wheel (DYNAMIXEL 

#2) moves to the right handle’s 

position value of 560, and the back 

wheel (DYNAMIXEL #1) turns in the 

CCW direction at 500.

Motorcycle Robot

CCW CW

300。 0。

150。

3 o’clock direction

Position Value : 200

9 o’clock direction

Position Value : 800

300 Degrees

Position Value : 1023

0 Degrees

Position Value : 0
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Application 
Description

The RoboPlus Manager is used to manage or test the 

devices which make up a robot. (controller, dynamixel, 

etc)

Let’s learn about the “dynamixel control” function used in the motorcycle robot. 

There are two ways to set the mode of a dynamixel.

Changing mode via RoboPlus Manager.

The picture above will appear once the controller is 

connected. Address #8 in the picture above is the 

functions used to change the mode of the dynamixel 

to actuator or wheel mode.

S i m p l y  c l i c k  o n  “ W h e e l ”  o r 

“Actuator” or change the position 

limit to 0 for wheel mode and 

1023 for actuator mode.

If you change the mode at the 

“actuator” level this will change 

the mode for  a l l  dynamixe ls 

connected. To change a particular 

dynamixel, be sure to click on the 

ID before adjusting.

6-2 Applications Phase 

RoboPlus Manager

The temperature, voltage, etc. 

can be managed using the 

RoboPlus Manager, and the 

target position and movement 

speed can be tested. 
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6-2

Changing mode via RoboPlus Task

The load function (section 4) is used to define the device used by the robot 

or to input a command. Let’s use the load function to define the operating 

mode for dynamixel #1. 

The value of the front wheel’s #8 (command address) 

has been set to 1023.

When DYNAMIXEL is selected a list of allowed icons, 

functions, and commands will appear in the left 

window.

However, for commands that can not be set, use 

the custom option to set the ID and address of the 

dynamixel function. (right window) 

Then s imply input 0 (wheel  mode) or 1023 

(actuator mode) to the right hand side of the load 

statement. Please refer to the Control Table for 

more information on setting commands using the 

RoboPlus Task tool. 

Application 
Description

Select a other parameters 

(number) and set to 1023. 

Motorcycle Robot

Normally used function

Control Table : Data table on the 

dynamixel’s current status and constrant
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2. Make the robot move

 Download BIO_STEM_MotorCycle2_EN.tsk to robot.

 Press the MODE  button repeatedly to move to PLAY .

 Press START  to begin

 Trace the black line

 Place the robot down so that the black line is set in between the left and right sensors.  

 Then press the START button.

 

    #  : Uses the left and right sensors weave in and out, and also move forward

    #  : Moves left when the left sensor detects the black line

    #  : Uses the left and right sensors to weave in and out

Download Sample Program

Robot Action

Observe the Robot

6-2 Applications Phase 

1

23

Now let’s execute the program of the motorcycle robot for the [Applications Phase].
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6-2

1. Problem Solving

In order for the motorcycle robot to move in a straight or curved line, the values input in the 

variables are very important.

Below are three cases on how the speed of the back wheel and left handle’s positional can 

be applied.

Adjust the positional value of the front handle so that the robot can movesmoothly across 

this curved line. Make sure that the back wheel does not leave the black line by adjusting 

the rotation speed.

3
Program Application

Motorcycle Robot

On the left are the values used in the 

[Applications Phase].

#  : Position value of the handle 

#  : Sensor’s default value

#  :  Setting of the rotation speed of the 

 back wheel

1 2 3

No Left handle’s position value Rotation speed of the back wheel

Greater value than 45 degrees Less value than 500

45 degrees 500

Less value than 45 degrees Greater value than 500 
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Sample

Make your robot trace the curved lines below and write the program’s adjusted values 

below. 

6-2 Applications Phase 

Just a thought!

Can the motorcycle robot detect a person crossing the road or detect and 

avoid obstacles while tracing the black line?

Problem 2

Problem 1

Category
Number 

(Position Value), 
(Speed Value)

Position value while moving forward

Position value during left turn

Position value during right turn

Speed of handle rotation

Speed moving forward

Category
Number

(Position Value), 
(Speed Value)

Position value while moving forward 359

Position value during left turn 259

Position value during right turn 459

Speed of handle rotation 250

Speed moving forward 500

Category
Number

(Position Value), 
(Speed Value)

Position value while moving forward

Position value during left turn

Position value during right turn

Speed of handle rotation

Speed moving forward
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Sample

6-2

Let’s think about how certain situations could be improved if the location 

of the steering device changed. Write the characteristics of the motorcycle 

robot with a different steering device location.

Robot Name : 

Layout

Robot with steering devices in the front and back.

Motorcycle Robot

Layout

The steering device is located on the back portion of 

the motorcycle robot.

The front wheel becomes the driving wheel.

Rotates and balances better than a motorcycle robot 

that has its steering device in the front part.

Must move the handle to the left to move left and 

conversely to  move right.

Uses the same principle as the forklift uses to move 

objects.

Characteristics

Robot Name : Stable Motorcycle

Characteristics
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The motorcycle robot uses a steering device to change the direction of the front wheels. 

Let’s learn about the proportional effect through the gear ratio required for the handle to 

change direction. Because the rotation angle of the handle and wheels are in the same 

proportion, when the handle is turned 30˚, the wheels will turn the same. This is why the 

steering wheel in a car is very important since it can cause accidents.

Thus, a gear box was made to move the handle more than the wheels in Figure 1.

Figure 2 shows how the steering gear ratio (reduction gear ratio) makes the wheels rotate 

of 30˚ while the handle is turned 360˚.

The steering gear ratio of figure 2 is 12.

A compact car is 14~16, aand for a full-sized car it is 20~26.

2. Robot Math

Practical Phase 6-3

Motorcycle Robot

Creatively solve problems

6-2 Applications Phase 

˚(degrees) 

 

If the steering gear ratio is 15:1(15) and the front wheels from the steering gear 

need to be turned 20 degrees, how many degrees should the handle turn?

Challenge!

Steering Gear Ration  = = 12 
Rotation Angle of the Handle

Pitman Arm (Rotation Angle)

360
。

30
。

[Figure 2]

Pitman Arm 
(Rotation Angle)

Gear Box

Rotation angle 
of the handle

360。

30。

360。=12
30。

Reduction gear ratio=

Handle

Gear Box

Pitman Arm 
(Rotation Angle)[Figure 1]
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3-2

Practical Phase 6-3

Motorcycle Robot

Creatively solve problems
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Below are traffic signs that are used on our streets. Traffic signs are like agreements 

between driving and walking people. The signs below show you a clear meaning of what 

the signs represent.

The motorcycle in the [Practical Phase] uses the horn when it detects people crossing the 

street and also to avoid objects on the street as well.

Make a traffic sign for the motorcycle for the situations below.

1. Think about it.

1
Basics of problem solving

6-3 Practical Phase 

Slippery
When Wet

Bike Lane
Advisory
Speed

Circular
Intersection

Mandatory
Forward

Mandatory
Right Turn

Mandatory
Left Turn

Pedestrian
Crossing

Railroad 
Crossing

No Parking 
Any Time

Hairpin Curve
Large Arrow 

"Two Direction"
Intersection
Lane Control

Intersection
Lane Control

Bike Lane

Slow Children – At Play 

End of road, Turn

Precaution for object/obstaclesSlippery
When Wet

Bike Lane
Advisory
Speed

Circular
Intersection

Mandatory
Forward

Mandatory
Right Turn

Mandatory
Left Turn

Pedestrian
Crossing

Railroad 
Crossing

No Parking 
Any Time

Hairpin Curve
Large Arrow 

"Two Direction"
Intersection
Lane Control

Intersection
Lane Control
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6-3

Using the IR sensor on the front to detect objects.

2. Let’s look into the robot’s movements

 Download BIO_STEM_MotorCycle3_EN.tsk to robot.

• Press the MODE  button repeatedly to move to PLAY .

• Press START  to begin

     Start

     Make sure the black line is set in between the robot IR sensors then start the program.

     Detect Objects

      The motorcycle robot traces the black line and when it detects an object it stops after 

     making an audio signal. 

 If the object is removed within 3 seconds, it continues tracing the black line.

     Avoid Objects

     If the object is not removed within 3 seconds, it moves on by avoiding the object.

 It uses the IR sensor to follow the black line after passing the object.

Download Sample Program

Robot Action

Motorcycle Robot

Let’s look into the movement of the motorcycle robot in the [Practical Phase].

The motorcycle robot traces the black line and avoids any objects in its way.

Beep~Beep
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1. Play a game

Appropriately adjust the speed and steering device to trace the black line.

2
Troubleshooting

 Game Method

 Robot starts from the starting line and finishes at the finish line.

 The fastest robot to reach the finish line wins.

 Game Rules

 Robot traces the presented black line.

  When the robot breaks away from the black line and does not return after 2 

seconds, it will be disqualified.

 3 games will be played, and the best record will be used.

 Robot Rules

 Adjust the program and design of the robot for this game.

   

Observe the ending part of the curved path to set the proper rotation angle so that 

the robot does not weave back and forth too much.

T i P

Title : Who’s Faster?

6-3 Practical Phase 

START

FINISH
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The first robot that reaches the finish line wins.

6-3

 Game Method

 Robot starts from the starting line and finishes at the finish line.

 The first robot to reach the finish line wins.

 Game Rules

 Robot traces the presented black line.

 Robot must detect the object and trace the black line heading to the finish line.

 Robot must not bump into the object.

 Robot Rules

 Adjust the program and design of the robot for this game.

   

The detection distance and the angle of the front wheel after the detection is very 

important.

T i P

Title : Chicken Run Game

Motorcycle Robot

Obstacle

START START

FINISH
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2. Play a game

Trace the black line toward the finish lines while fulfilling the missions. 

 Game Method

  Robot starts from the starting line and finishes at the finish line while fulfilling 

the missions.

 The fastest robot in to reach the finish line fulfilling the missions wins.

 Game Rules

 Mission1  : Stop 3 seconds after detecting the traffic sign.

 Mission2  : Detect the right turn sign and move through the short cut.

 Mission1  is a required mission, and mission #2 is optional. 

 When Mission2  is not fulfilled, 10 seconds will be added to your final record. 

 Game room rules

 The game floor must be 150cm wide and 200cm long.

 The background of the traffic sign for mission #1 must be white.

 Robot Rules

 Adjust the program and design of the robot for this game.

 The use of IR sensor is limited to 3.

6-3 Practical Phase 

START
FINISH

FINISH

Mission2

Mission1
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6-3

1. Enhance your problem solving skills.

Let’s learn about how the motorcycle robot avoids objects and re-traces the black line.

Two IR sensors face the floor and help the robot detect and trace the black line. The IR 

sensor located in the front center part of the robot is used for detecting objects.

The  p rogram on  the  l e f t 

enables the IR sensor (PORT 

#1) to detect objects, activate 

the buzzer, wait 3 seconds, 

and re-trace the black line 

when the object remains in 

place for 3 seconds.

The last condition stand is to 

make a ‘left turn_avoid object’ 

until a black line is detected.

Which line should be adjusted so that the robot does not have to wait 3 seconds for the 

object to move. Make it re-trace the black line right away.

No (                ) 

3
Problem Solving

Motorcycle Robot

Beep~Beep
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PORT 1 PORT 2 PORT 1 PORT 2

PORT 3

Now let’s look into how the robot breaks away from the black line then re-traces it.

When coming across an object, make 

a left turn after the standby time and 

avoid object. Next, make a right turn 

until port #1 detects the black line 

again. 

When coming across an object, make 

a right turn after the standby time and 

avoid object. Next, make a left turn until 

port #2 (right) detects the black line 

again.

Use the method to detect the black line to win the game below. After avoiding the object, 

circle which port has to be used in detecting the black line so as to stop turning.

6-3 Practical Phase 

PORT 1 PORT 2

PORT 1 PORT 2

PORT 1 PORT 2

START
FINISH

PORT 1

PORT 2
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6-3

2. Let’s learn about robot science

What is the difference between a motorcycle robot that uses 1 steering device and a power 

transfer unit and a car that runs on 4 wheels? Let’s learn about the differential gear and 

change of direction through their differences.

Also, when following the line below, a robot with wheels on both sides, must adjust the 

speed of the wheels in order to make a smooth turn on the curved path. However, even 

though a motorcycle robot only has one front wheel, it can ride smoothly in curves without 

slipping.

Motorcycle Robot

There are times when a sound is initiated 

from the wheels when making a right turn. 

This sound is made when the rotating outer 

wheel moves more slowly as compared 

to the distance more and slippage occurs 

between the tire and floor thus the outer 

wheel must turn faster than the inner 

wheel. This is why the differential gear was 

designed.

When moving forward, both wheels move 

at the same speed of 100, but when 

changing direction, one wheel must turn 

110 times while the other makes 10 less 

turns at 90 using the differential gear.

By making the speed of  the wheels 

different we can use this method for cars 

to enable the outer wheel to spin faster, 

but motorcycles do not need this.
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Basic Phase 7-1

Avoider Robot

Design Concepts and Construction of Robot

7-1 [Basic Phase] Create a robot that detects cliffs and objects. 

7-2 [Applications Phase] An algorithm that follows the wall to escape mazes.

7-3 [Practical Phase] Creatively solve problems with the avoider robot.

7. Smart car avoiding 
    obstacles and cliffs         

Robot that avoids objects, traps, and 

cliff using the IR sensor array and IR sensor.
An avoider robot?

Learning 

Objectives!
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Basic Phase 7-1

Avoider Robot

Design Concepts and Construction of Robot

7-1 [Basic Phase] Create a robot that detects cliffs and objects. 

7-2 [Applications Phase] An algorithm that follows the wall to escape mazes.

7-3 [Practical Phase] Creatively solve problems with the avoider robot.

7. Smart car avoiding 
    obstacles and cliffs         

Robot that avoids objects, traps, and 

cliff using the IR sensor array and IR sensor.
An avoider robot?

Learning 

Objectives!
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Write down the things that use various sensors to make our life more convenient.

Animals and insects use their eyes and antennas 

to detect objects and avoid them. People also 

use their eyes to see object and avoid them 

as well, but in the dark, people use hands to 

feel and detect objects. The more functions 

there are to feel and detect objects, the easier 

it is for robots to move around in different 

environments. 

7-1 Basic Phase

1. Think about it

1
Planning

The avoider robot is equipped with different sensors to detect in diverse directions. 

Depending on where and how many sensors are assembled, object can be detected from 

different directions.

Uses 3 sensors that detect distance and objects when moving 

backwards. 

Car with Rear 
Sensors
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The Bioloid robots above also use multiple sensors to detect cliffs and objects. In this section, 

we will be building a robot that has the functions of the smart car, turtle, and gerwalk.

Find out what parts are required

The avoider robot uses the IR sensor to move on its own instead of a remote controller. 

In order for the robot to detect cliff or objects, the robot will need several sensors.

2. Introduce your robot

Motors that move the robot (wheels)

Need motors on the left and right side to move the robot after detecting cliffs and objects.

7-1

IR sensor to detect cliffs and objects

Need an IR sensor that measures the reflected infrared rays.

Avoider Robot

Smart Car Robot Turtle Robot Gerwalk

Cliff Detection : IR Sensor Array Object Location Detection : 3 IR Sensors
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1. Parts required

2
Let’s get started!

IR SENSOR

BATTERY BOX

L JOINT R JOINT RIVET-L(GR) RIVET(GR) RIVET(Y)

PARALLEL POWER BOARD IR SENSOR CASTER

7-1 Basic Phase
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7-1

WAIT! Read before assembling.

2. Building a robot

PLATE 2X5(GR)

PLATE 12X12 PLATE 12X12 PLATE 12X12 PLATE 5X7(GR)

PLATE 3X7(GR)

BAT-CABLE

   - Observe and know the exact assembly location of the   frame and ID#1.

   - Observe and know the exact assembly location of the  IR SENSOR .

   -  Arrange neatly the  BAT-CABLE  and the  5P-CABLE 15  between the battery   

 boxes.

Avoider Robot



13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

142 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

PLATE 12X12

7-1 Basic Phase
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

143

PLATE 5X9(GR)

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

Avoider Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

144 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

IR SENSOR

PLATE 5X7(GR)

RIVET-L(GR)

IR SENSOR

PLATE 5X7(GR)

RIVET-L(GR)

RIVET(GR)

IR SENSOR

PLATE 3X7(GR)

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

BATTERY BOX

7-1 Basic Phase
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

145

PLATE 12X6

Avoider Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

146 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(Y)

PLATE 2X5(GR)

PLATE 12X6

PLATE 5X7(GR)

PARALLEL 
POWER BOARD

RIVET-L(GR)

PLATE 2X5(GR)

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(Y) L JOINT
L JOINT

RIVET(Y)R JOINT

R JOINT

BAT-CABLE

7-1 Basic Phase
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

147

PORT 1

PORT 5

PORT 6

PORT 1

PORT 5

PORT 6

RIVET(GR)

BATTERY BOX

Avoider Robot
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Assembly 
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          Observe how the avoider moves after detecting an obstacle or cliff.

          Detect Objects (box representing an object)

             When the IR sensor detects an object, it makes a 90˚ left turn to avoid the object and  

          moves forward.

3. Make the robot move

Download Sample Program

Move Forward

The robot moves forward using its left and right wheels.

Now let’s see how the avoider robot moves.

Robot Action

 Download BIO_STEM_Avoider1_EN.tsk to robot.

 Press the MODE  button repeatedly to move to PLAY .

 Press START  to begin

Observe the robot

7-1 Basic Phase

       Detect Cliffs (black paper representing a cliff)

  Once the robot detects the black paper, it moves backward 1 second and makes a 90˚ 

left turn to avoid the black paper and moves forward.
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Place the obstacles like shown below and make the robot move forward. 

Observe how the  IR sensor  in the center and  IR sensor array are used when the box and 

black paper are detected.

The avoider must avoid an object and find its way out of the maze. 

Can it do this with 3 IR sensors?

Just a thought!

How did the robot move? Write your thoughts!

7-1

Avoider Robot
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1. Problem solving

The arena below is a figure of an actual floor plan used at a competition. 

Take a look from the top view and highlight the obstacles in the image on the right. 

3
Activities

In order to program the avoider to go through the maze, you will need to know the size 

and location of the objects. For best results, instead of looking from the side view, take a 

look of the maze from the top view. 

The image on the right is the top view of the maze.

7-1 Basic Phase

Problem

START
START
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The avoider uses 3 sensors to detect the front and sides. Adjust the location 

of the sensors, to create an avoider with different functions. 

Draw a circle on the portion you want to install the IR sensor on and explain the desired 

characteristics.

7-1

Avoider Robot

Sample

Layout

The avoider robot uses 1 IR sensor in 

the  front and 2  in  the back. When 

playing the parking game, the sensors 

help the robot from bumping into the 

walls. 

Characteristics

Layout

Robot Name : Safe Parking Robot

Robot Name : 

Characteristics
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Applications Phase 7-2

Avoider Robot

Learning robot programming

Exit

Entrance

2. Learn the technology behind the robot

How would you feel if you could add more sensors on the avoider and use it in life? 

Below are pictures of unmanned autonomous vehicles.

An unmanned autonomous vehicle can move to its destination by making decisions based 

on the road and surrounding environment. The vehicle uses  laser sensors  located on the 

front, back, and sides. The laser sensor detects objects all around and controls the steering 

wheel, accelerator, and brakes to avoid objects.

The most  important  function of  the  vehicle  is 

figuring out  the  road environment. The vehicle 

on  the  left  differentiates  between  roads  and 

sidewalks to drive on.

This vehicle uses a differential GPS position sensor, 

inertial  sensor,  lasers,  and also a  scanner  that 

measures distance to drive safely. 

  GPS : Global Positioning System

7-1 Basic Phase

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space-based satellite navigation system 

that  lets you know where you are. This  is a widely used navigation system for 

airplanes, ships, and cars.
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Applications Phase 7-2

Avoider Robot

Learning robot programming

Exit

Entrance
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1. Think about it.

There are a variety of robot competitions to choose from when using various sensors on 

your robot. The robot in the image below uses many sensors in different locations to find its 

way out of a maze without being remotely controlled.

This robot follows walls to exit the maze and decides which direction to switch to. 

Match the images according to how they would travel.

1
Program Basics

7-2 Applications Phase

Hansel & Gretel 
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This is an algorithm in the [Basic Phase] that enables the robot to avoid objects and cliffs.

Below is an algorithm from the [Applications Phase]

2. Let’s find out about algorithms

When an object or cliff is detected, 

this program uses the reverse and 

turn left commands to avoid it.

When  an   ob jec t   i s 

detected while moving 

forward, it makes a left 

turn and uses the right 

sensor to stay close to 

the object. 

7-2

Avoider Robot
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1. Let’s learn programming

  Pivots to the left, 

  and uses |the IR   

 sensor connected  

 to port #5 to  

 measure the  

 distance and  

 move the robot  

 accordingly. 

The [Applications Phase] program is described in the procedure below. Let’s take a look at 

the program that enables the avoider to detect objects and trace their outlines. Below is the 

location of the IR sensors and ports used.

2
Programming

Right Sensor

Center Sensor

PORT 5

PORT 6

7-2 Applications Phase

   Uses  several  detection  threshold  value  to  change 

 direction based on the distance from the object.

  Command that makes  the  robot move 

 forward until an object is detected.
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Let’s learn about the program that enables the robot to follow the wall.

As noted previously, the avoider uses the IR sensor connected to port # 5.

The command “move the 

robot” makes sure that the 

speeds of both motors are set 

low to avoid breaking away 

due to large movements.

7-2

Avoider Robot

Like the figure above, the sensor values are organized according to their ranges to maintain 

a fixed distance between the wall and robot when moving around. #  does not occur while 

following the wall. This only occurs at the end of the wall.
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Application 
Description

Let’s  learn how  to use  the  IR  sensor  to  set  the  range and  timer  for  the  conditional 

stand. First is setting the range using the IR sensor.

Normally,  IR sensors are used  to detect whether or 

not there is an object. Distance can be found by using 

RoboPlus to return a value from the IR reflection which 

is expressed in a numbers.

The graph show the reflected value of the sensor value 

based on distance. Apply this value to the condition 

learn in section 2.

① : Greater than 200

② : Less than 200 but greater than 100

③ : Less than 100

Types of Relational Operators

==   

!=    

>=    

>      

<=    

<      

Logical operators

then : no conditions connected

AND (&&) :  (logic AND) both conditions 

are met

OR(I I) : (logic OR) either condition is met

7-2 Applications Phase

① ② ③
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IR Sensor

:

:

:

:

:

:

equal to

not equal to

greater than or equal to

greater than

less than or equal to

less than
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When using the timer with the conditional stand, it 

becomes a command that waits during a fixed time 

period as previously defined. 

Take a look at the actual example used for the avoider.

For such cases, use the program above to raise or 

lower the value of the variable to suit the situations. 

Application 
Description

Timer?

A timer is used to 

measure time. 

Example : Time Bomb

Precision Timer?

For regular timers, 1 is 0.124 

second, and 8 is about 1 second. 

2 seconds = 16, 3 seconds = 24

Unlike regular timers, for the 

precision timer, 1 corresponding 

to 0.001 second. Thus, it can 

measure time more accurately.

Now let’s learn how to use the timer in the conditional stand to move 

the robot. 

Conditional stand is included in the repeat command, and when the condition is TRUE 

it stays put and when FALSE, it quits the conditional stand. 

This function makes the robot make a left turn and 

move forward after detecting the corner of the object. 

This function also lets the standby command wait for 

0.5 seconds.  In other words, it moves forward for 0.5 

seconds.

What available methods are there if the friction of the 

floor or the voltage of a battery prevents the robot 

from moving forward or changing direction to arrive 

at a target destination?

7-2

Avoider Robot
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2. Make the robot move

	 Download BIO_STEM_Avoider2_EN.tsk to	robot.

	 Press	the	 MODE 	button	repeatedly	to	move	to	 PLAY .

	 Press	 START 	to	begin

Now	let’s	execute	the	program	of	the	avoider	robot	for	the	[Applications	Phase].

Move forward

When	this	program	is	executed,	the	robot	moves	forward	until	an	object	is	detected	

by	the	center	IR	sensor.

①			Turn left after detection

							Use	the	sensor	in	the	center	to	make	a	90˚	left	turn	when	an	object	is	detected.

②			Follow the object

							Use	the	right	sensor	to	follow	the	wall	path	while	maintaining	distance.

Download Sample Program

Robot Action

Observe the Robot

7-2 Applications Phase
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1. Problem Solving

This game requires the robot to navigate past the obstacles and reaches the finish line.

When the program for the [Applications Phase] is used, the robot’s left side bumps into A.

Find and write in order which functions to use when the right sensor finds the last obstacle. 

(Limited to 5.) 

3
Program Application

7-2

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

function for making a 

30˚ pivot left turn.

function for making a 

45˚ pivot left turn.

function for making a 

90˚ pivot left turn.

function to move 

forward for 1 second. 

function to move 

forward for 0.5 seconds.

30˚ 

45˚

90˚

Move forward 
1 seconds

Move forward 
0.5 seconds

Avoider Robot

①

②

③

④

⑤

25cm

A

B

FINISH

16cm

 Method 1

 Method 2

 Method 3
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① ②

In order to pass through a maze, the robot needs to alternately move to 

the left and to the right. Can the robot alternately use the left and right 

sensors to follow the object?

Make your robot pass through the narrow passage.

When the program for the [Applications Phase] is used, the robot’s left side bumps into A.

Just a thought!

The avoider needs to go through this narrow passage but in order to do so, the left sensor 

value needs to be adjusted. Fill in the empty portion.

7-2 Applications Phase
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The avoider can roam around in one area. Use this feature for various 

purposes. Draw the different devices to use with the avoider and write about 

their characteristics.

7-2

Avoider Robot

Robot Name : 

Layout

Layout

Install a CCTV on the avoider. 

The avoider patrols the alleys and gives you information.

Characteristics

Characteristics

Sample

Robot Name : CCTV Robot
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Use the avoider’s speed to find the distance traveled by dividing the traveled distance by 

time. Thus, if you have the time and traveled distance, you can figure out the speed too. 

The most important factor for the avoider when avoiding objects or passing through mazes, 

is the length of the obstacle. Use the avoider’s movements to measure the perimeter of the 

shape.

If the avoider moves 10cm per second and uses 1 

minute and 20 seconds to come across an object, 

what is the total traveled distance?

Getting the perimeter of a square

Squares have 4 sides, so multiply 4 to one side.

→ 15cm X 4 = 60cm 

Getting the perimeter of a rectangle

Rectangles have 2 sets of different sides, so add the bottom to 

the height ten multiply by 2.

→ (20cm + 6cm) X 2  = 52cm

2. Robot Math

Now calculate the perimeter of this object.

Practical Phase 7-3

Avoider Robot

Creatively solve problems

6cm

20cm

15cm

①

②

①

②

②②

①

② ②

②

       It is very helpful to know the perimeter of an object during competitions. 

7-2 Applications Phase

Hint
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4-2

Practical Phase 7-3

Avoider Robot

Creatively solve problems
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Unlike robot, when people get lost in a maze, we can turn back and re-start or make 

decisions based on the entire maze. Robots can not make judgments like humans, so they 

need to follow the wall in order to get out of a maze. Let’s learn about the 2 ways a robot 

can find itself out of a maze.

The robot can use the left and right sensors to follow the wall. 

Now use the 2 previous methods to guide the robot out of the maze. 

1. Think about it.

1
Basics of problem solving

7-3 Practical Phase

Use right sensor

Hugs the right wall 

to find its way out.

Use left sensor

Hugs the left wall to 

find its way out.
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2. Let’s look into the robot’s movements

7-3

Let’s look into the movements of the avoider robot in the [Practical Phase].

The avoider uses the right IR sensor to move left and when it comes to a dead end, it makes 

a left turn and continues to move forward.

 Download BIO_STEM_Avoider3_EN.tsk to robot.

 Press the MODE  button repeatedly to move to PLAY .

 Press START  to begin.

          Make a left turn at dead ends

  Use 2 boxes like in the right figure to create a 

dead end then start the robot.

  Use the right sensor to trace the object outline 

and use the center sensor to detect the dead end 

and make a left turn. 

Download Sample Program

Robot action

Avoider Robot

Now try it with various different paths.

Observe the robot
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The first robot that avoids the object and arrives to the safe zone first wins.

1. Play a game

2
Troubleshooting

 Game Method

 Robot starts from the starting line and follows the arrows while avoiding objects. 

 The first robot that arrives to the yellow safe zone wins.

 Game Rules

  Robot starts in front of the start line. 

  Robot moves in the set directions only. 

  1 second will be added every time the object is touched. 

   Robot must stop in the yellow safe zone in front of the black line. If it is unable to 

stop there, it will be disqualified. 

  2 games will be played and the best record will be used. 

 Robot Rules

  Adjust the program of the robot for this game.

Title : Find the Safe Zone #1

7-3 Practical Phase

24cm

START
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The first robot that avoids the object and arrives to the safe zone wins.

7-3

 Game Method

 Robot starts from the starting line and follows the arrows while avoiding objects. 

 The first robot that arrives to the yellow safe zone wins.

 Game Rulesles

    Robot starts in front of the start line. 

  Robot moves in the set directions only. 

  1 second will be added every time the object is touched. 

   Robot must stop in the yellow safe zone in front of the black line.  

If it is unable to stop there, it will be disqualified. 

  2 games will be played and the best record will be used.

 Robot Rules 

 Adjust the program and design of the robot for this game.

Add a condition to detect the dead end, then make a left turn and follow the path.

T i P

Title : Find the Safe Zone #2

Avoider Robot

START
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2. Play a game

The avoider detects the objects in the figure below and reaches to the finish line. 

This is the same structure as the “Robot Obstacle Race : Wheel Base” from Robot Olympiad.

 Game Method

   Robot starts from the starting line and moves across the objects and traps to  

the finish line. 

  The first robot reaching the finish line after fulfilling the missions without 

touching the objects wins.

 Game Rules

    Earn points : 1 point is given each time the robot detects and avoid an object.

  Touch objects : 2 points are deducted each time an object is touched.

   Touching of robot is not allowed once the game starts. When driving the wrong 

way or not moving for 10 seconds, only the points right before this happened 

will be acknowledged.

 Game room rules

 The game floor must be 120cm wide and 160cm long.

 Robot Rules

 Adjust the program and design of the robot for this game.

 However, the size must not interfere with the game.

7-3 Practical Phase

START

FINISH
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2. Strategy for floor plan B

    ①  Floor B includes the bridge connecting to floor A. It is best to select the straight path  

 here. 

    ②  Use the left and right sensor value to adjust the robot’s posture to move in a  

 straight line to go across the bridge. Detecting the edges of the bridge will be too  

 time consuming and will be difficult  

 to avoid the objects.

3. Avoiding traps

     Robot must detect and avoid traps.   

    Making movements like the image  

    below will result in point deduction.

The objects must be the same size as specified in the image below.

7-3

1. Actual Game Rules and Regulations

  ①  The floor plans are divided into A and B. Floor plan B is open to the public on the  

 day of the competition, and A changes upon drawing lots.

  ②  Because the floor plans are decided after the robot programming is complete,  

 participants will not be able to revise their program and must use them as is.

  Obstacle Requirements

Avoider Robot

A B

START

END

B

START

 FINISH

Touching of 
Obstacles(Object) : 
Point Deduction

Touching of 
Obstacles(Object) : 
Point Deduction

Crossing Obstacles 
(Object):
Game Over

Crossing Obstacles 
(Object):
Game Over

20cm

24cm

25cm24cm25cm

20cm

25cm
25cm

20cm

24cm

10cm10cm

12cm
12cm

20cm

Hint
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1. Enhance your problem solving skills.

To carry out the missions in the previous page, it is very important for the avoider to detect 

corners and make proper turns. Let’s learn about making exact turns. First, here’s the turn 

program from the [Applications Phase].

3
Problem Solving

When the right sensor detects a corner, it will move forward for 0.5 seconds , then it will 

make a big right turn until it finds a wall. The reason why it moves forward for 0.5 second 

is to find enough room to make a turn, but when it is controlled by the timer, the actual 

results can be different based on the friction of the floor and the voltage status of the 

battery.

A total of 6 sensors can be installed on the CM-530 controller.

For cases like this, assemble an additional 

sensor as shown in the left to control the 

robot using a sensor value and not the timer 

value.

7-3 Practical Phase

PORT 4PORT 5
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A B

START

END

B

START

 FINISH

In order to carry out the previous mission, the robot needs more than 

moving just left and right. Observe the chosen path and learn how to 

process the commands in order.

7-3

Instead of using conditional commands, 

this program lays out the required 

maneuver commands (in order) and 

uses the IR sensors to find the obstacle 

location(s) and to trigger the appropriate 

maneuver(s).

Avoider Robot
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2. Let’s learn about robot science

Let’s learn about the process about how the avoider uses the IR sensor to avoid an object 

and to move on. There are three things that make up a robot, and that is the sensor, 

control, and drive groups.

The process of a robot detecting an object and reacting to it is the same as people getting 

their sensory organs stimulated. The sensor acts as a sensory organ, the brain is the 

controller, and the motor works as the arms and legs. 

In order for robots to be like people, the functions of the 

sensors are very important. There are sensors that can taste 

to detect salty and spicy food. Salty food is detected by 

the amount of salt level, and spicy food is detected by the 

amount of capsaicin used in spicy food.

With the help of such sensors, we can tell how food tastes 

without eating it. As the functions of sensors get more 

sophisticated, the functions of robots will also expand.

Sensor Group : Helps find our about the different 

external environment, and changes the sensor 

input response to electrical signals and transfers 

them to the control group.

Control Group : Receives the electrical signals 

from the sensor group and uses the programmed 

commands to control the drives. Contains the 

sensor ports and motor output ports.

Drive Group  : Receives the electrical signals from 

the control group and energizes the motor. The 

speed depends on the amount of electricity sent 

to the motor.

Very
 

spic
y!

7-3 Practical Phase

Sensor Detection Controller Decision Motor Control

Detect 
Sensory 
Organ

Brain 
Decision

Locomotive 
Organ 

Movement

Sensor Group

Control Group

Drive Group
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This robot detects objects and carries out missions by using various sensors. 

The location and type of sensor is important to properly detect objects.

 Game Description

    Usually an individual round game. 

   The robot that detects various objects and gets to the finish line in the shortest 

time wins.

 Robot Description

    Sensor : Distance Measurement Sensor (DMS)

 ① Used to detect object or wall within a certain distance.

 ②  Is not affected by color as much as IR sensors, and measure more accurate   

 distances.

  The CM-530 controller is made up of 6 ports, and it can use the DMS and IR 

sensor together.

7-3

Avoider Robot
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3. Prepare for a robot competition.



OLLO STARTER

OLLO EXPLORER

OLLO INVENTOR

Experience autonomous robots using 

controllers and sensors.

With a 12-chapter curriculum, learn about 
the three components of an autonomous 
robot (sensor, controller, and actuator). 
This kit includes basic software algorithms 
which are important components of 
robots too. Through various hands-on 
activities, you’ll find yourself prepared to 
finally build your own robot. 

Create you own robot using servo 

motors and sensors and write your 

own program.  

With a 12-chapter curriculum, learn 
about the concept of control, step by 
step programming, and utilizing various 
sensors and servo motor. Your robot 
is now ready to execute a special task 
and to be controlled using wireless 
communication. This is what STEM 
education is all about.

EDUCATION
Understand the basic concept of 

science and math while making robots 

using geared motors.

With a 12-chapter curriculum, learn about 
the basic concept of power, electricity, 
speed, angle, and center of gravity. Using 
the motor, sprocket, and simple link 
mechanisms, you will find various ways 
to make robots move. You’ll realize that 
science and math can be fun.



BIOLOID PREMIUM

Excellent humanoid walking performance  automatically (Adjusts posture while 
walking)

26 different robot assembly examples and basic motion programs offered 

Includes a gyro sensor, DMS sensor, IR sensor, etc..

Includes a remote controller (Default communication : IR ; you may add zigbee 

or bluetooth) 

Humanoid Skin and Cable Holder

Digital Packet Communication and Organized Wires with Daisy Chain Topology

RoboPlus Software for programming

Versatile Expansion Capability

BIOLOID is a do-it-yourself educational robot kit using modular DC servo blocks.

Build your own robot and upgrade it with enhanced mobility & intelligence.

Inspiring creative minds worldwide, the evolution of BIOLOID continues.



Download examples

Method for using RoboPlus S/W

Robot parts information

http //support.robotis.com ..

Need more help?
Check out ROBOTIS e-Manual

e-Manual


